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foreword

It is a truism that while offensive action begins at the moment 

enemy aircraft or missiles become airborne, defensive action can not 

begin until knowledge

is to find a means of

In the immediate

is gained of the enemy attack. Thus, the problem 

learning of the attack as soon as possible 

post-World War II days, air defense planners 

a need for lines of radar placed far beyond the nation’s borders 

the warning system had to be started from scratch and built as the 

saw

But

money

and resources became available. The Air Force started by placing a few 

radars

ually,

to the

around a small number of vital targets inside the country. Grad- 

the warning lines were expanded outwards from the vital targets 

nation’s borders. Only by 1956, the tenth year of post-war air 

defense, were warning lines north of our borders and off-shore going into 

place. This study tells of one segment of this fBtgrowth — the effort

to put radar off shore

This study is organized into five sections. The first is introduc

tory and covers the early planning for airborne early warning aircraft 

and picket ships. The second tells the story of the airborne early wam- 

ing and control force. The third covers the picket ship history. The

story of Texas Towers is told in the fourth section. The last section 

contained in chapter seven, gives a picture of the off-shore forces at 

the end of 1955 and of the shape of things to come

The study was drawn from a wide variety of sources — official



correspondence and publications from the Joint Chiefs of Staff down to

and including ADC squadrons, interviews with CONAD staff officers, official

histories of ADC units (and in one case of a Navy unit) personal observa

tion at an AEW&C unit and aboard a Navy ship, and secondary sources such

as published articles and books. As in any historical study, however

only a relatively small part of the vast amount of information on the

subject could be told. Readers desiring more Information are invited to

use any of the documents cited in the reference notes. These documents

are available at the CONAD/aDC Directorate of Historical Services and in
the USAF Historical Division

Notification of any errors found by readers will be greatly appreciated

L.H.B.

Colorado Springs, Colorado
31 December 1955

NCLASSIFIED
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UNCLALS.riED Chapter One

early pinnmnc
Flans In The Immediate Post-War Period

In designing the post-war air defense system, military planners 

knew that the earlier the warning of the approach of hostile bombers the 

better. They saw a need for placing radar beyond the northern boxtiers. 

And because some fifty percent of the nation’s vitally important targets 

were concentrated within 150 miles of the coasts, they saw a need for ex- 
1 

tendinc radar seaward.

But advance warning was not the only consideration; the ability to 

engage approaching raiders before they reached our shores was also needed. 

The combat radius of the interceptor aircx*aft  was. about twice that of the 

range of the shore-based radar. To make it possible to control intercep

tors at the limits of their range, radar had to be placed off shore.

As early as the spring of 1^*7,  air defense planners began thinking 

of possible locations for radars outside the country. In April of that 

year, a newly formed Joint Canadian-United States planning agency, which 

was directly under the respective chiefs of staff, issued a plan on early 
2 

warning. Ibis group proposed the building of an early warning line across 

Alaska, Canada, GreenL'ind, Newfoundland, and off both coasts. Their plan 

was to have both radar-equipped ships and planes patrolling off shore. The

1
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plan was never acted on, however.

The following year, the Air Defense Corrmnd proposed establishment of 
♦

early warning lines. ADC's suggestion was made following USAF's approval 

of an aircraft control and warning plan for the continental United States, 

called Plan SUPREMACY. But this plan, a rather ambitious scheme for the time, 

did not get through Congress. A smaller program which became the so-called 

’’Permanent System,” was passed later. However, after USAF approved SUPREMACY, 

ADC planners stated their view that "coverage along the coasts must be extended 

by radar picket boats or airborne early warning stations in order to provide 

adequate early warning for interception before bomb release line is reached
3

by high speed hostile flights." As ADC saw it in 19**8,  an early warning belt 

was needed from Hawaii to .Maska and across the northern border of Canada, 

down through Greenland and Newfoundland, and off the eastern shore to Puerto 

Rico. The following map, which was reproduced from the original made at the 

time, illustrates the area where 'VDC wanted early warning lines.

USAF was thinking along similar lines. An Air Defense Policy Bxird 

in Washington concluded in early 19**3  that "seaward surveillance and control 
U

is necessary to effective air defense." To provide this, the board recom-

♦ Hiis was the first of two post-war Air Defense Comands. The first 
command was activated in March 19**6  and abolished in July 1950*  Before its 
abolition, from 1 December 19**8,  this ADC served as an operational command 
under the Continental Air Command. The second postwar ADC was activated in 
January 1951. Lieutenant General George E. Stratemeyer consnanded the first 
ADC until it went under ConAC, at which time Mijor General Gordon P. Saville 
took over. General Stratemeyer headed ConAC until April 19**9  when he was 
succeeded by Lieutenant General Ennis C. Whitehead. General Whitehead went 
on to command the second ADC. For an account of air defense organization 
from 19U6 on, see CONAD/ADC Historical Study /fQ, Organization and Responsi
bility for Air Defense, March 19**6  * September 1955^
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mended that the Air Force Investigate the use of airborne early warning planes 

and Navy picket ships.

The Air Force had to turn to the Navy for picket ship? and for advice on 

AEW aircraft. By 19^, they Navy had had several years experience in using 

to th. Radar-equipped picket ships had been used with the fleets during World 

War IT an I AEW aircraft had been developed in the closing days of the war.

The AEW aircraft was developed as a re®alt of the low-level suicide attacks 

made on the Pacific fleets by Japanese planes. These attacks were meeting with 

some success in late 19U3 and the Navy sought a means to extend the range at 

which the Japanese planes could be detected. They came in too low for ship*  
5 

board radar to detert until they were within 20 to 25 miles*

One answer was to station picket ships at some distance from a task force 

to give early warning. A disadvantage in this was that the pickets themselves 

became casualties st a rapid rate.

Another answer was to place a powerful long-range search radar- in a car

rier-based t;i>e aircraft. Tarious agencies went to work on the problem, and 

by 19^ an operating model of the radar, later designated the AK/APS-20, was 
6 

built. The only carrier-type plane that could accomodate the equipment 

and the crew needed was the Grumman torpedo-bomber, the TtH. By war’s end, 

27 of them, desigrated TBM-3W after modification, had been assigned to car

riers. None reached the combat zones, however, before the end of the war 

with Japan.

Following this initial work, the Navy went on to modify a number of 
7 

B-17?s for airborne early warning operations. To the basic parts of the 

system in the TSM's, they added an indicator system, the AN/APA-53, which



consisted of four 12 inch position indicators. This node possible the evalua

tion of radar data and. thus constituted the first airborne combat information 

center. Fighter direction, in addition to early warning, could be achieved. 

Fighter control capability was limited, however, for there was no height finder 

The modified B-27’s were termed PB-ltfs.

The Navy's next step was to get a larger aircraft and to install addi

tional and improved equipment. They chose the Lockheed standard Constella

tion (not to be confused with the Super Constellation, a later development). 

In this plane, the Navy placed a height finder, the AN/APS-45. A greatly 

improved search radar, the AN/aPS-20B, which had greater range, and an im
proved indicator, the AN/APS-56, were installed. This indicator had five 12 

inch PPI scopes. The modified Constellation was termed the PO-1W. This was 

later. changed to the WV-1.

Meanwhile, in 19^5> the Air Ftace had begun studying the possibilities 
8 

of an airborne control center, primarily for strategic use. But because 

of duplication of effort and the fact that the Navy had two years head 

start, the Air Force stopped its general research the following year. It 

agreed to use the basic Navy radar and to concentrate on the problem of 

airborne moving target indicators and height finding. Even this was stopped, 

however. In the fall of 19^8, the Air Force suspended all work because of 

lack of funds, with the understanding that the Navy would continue research.

Navy Responsibility In Air Defense

Thus, it was well-nigh impossible for the Air Force to get a radar 

screen off shore without Navy help. The basis of inter-service cooperation
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in the post-war period was laid at Key West, Florida, in the spring of I9U8. 

At this small resort city in the Florida Keys, the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

agreed on the functions of the armed forces. Tn regard to air defense, the 
9

Chief of Naval Operations agreed for the Navy:

To provide sea-based air defense and the sea-based means 
for coordinating control for defense against air attack, coordi
nating with the other Services in matters of Joint concern.

To provide naval (including naval air) forces as required 
for the defense of the United States against air attack, in 
accordance with Joint doctrines and procedures approved by the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Not until the creation of the Continental Air Defense Command in 

late 195^ however, were arty Jointly approved doctrines or procedures 

issued by the JUS. In the meantime, the Navy took part in air defense on 

the basis of interim policies set down by the Chiefs of Naval Operations.

In the first such policy statement issued following the Key West con

ference, the Chief of Naval Operations drew up a number of basic principles 

which, for lack of a combined JUS policy, were to serve for many years. He 

decreed that the guiding principle for naval participation in air defense 

was that ’’naval forces having important air defense capabilities will be 

trained and prepared for emergency employment to reinforce and augment forces 
10 

regularly assigned to this function.” But, he stressed, except for naval 

forces specifically allocated by the JUS, "a routine and continuing peace
ll 

time commitment of naval forces to continental air defense is not intended.”

As for picket ships, the CNO stated that availability of ships regularly 

assigned to the operating forces of the fleets for air defense was to be 

decided by the fleet commanders. When picket snips were employed in an emer



gency or for Joint training, operational control was to be in the hands of 

the air defense ccnznanders concerned.

The CNO’s statement, it should be noted, was made prior to any formal 

requirement given to him by the Air Fbrce for picket ships. Thinking had 

not yet crystallized on picket ship reeds at this time. Thus, it is not sur

prising that the only specific statement about picket ships was on availabil

ity in an emergency.

He did point out, however, that the Comanders of the Atlantic and Pacific 

Fleets had been mode responsible for defense of the nation against attack 

through the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. He interpreted this to include respon

sibility for air defense in these areas beyord the area responsibility of the 

Air Force. He considered the Air Force area of responsibility to extend to the 

seaward limits of the fighter aircraft control system. He did not, however, 

give any indication of how this air defense part of the fleet coraianders Job 

was to be met.

In order to set up interim procedures for training and emergency employ

ment, the CNO directed that agreements be made between appropriate Navy and 

Air Force commands. Agreements for the Navy were to be made by the sea 

frontiers.

Ihe first agreement between a sea frontier and ar air defense force, 

which was the nearest Air Force equivalent to the sea frontiers, was reached 

in December 19U9 between the Eastern Sea Frontier fESF) and the Eastern Air 

Defense Force (EADF).

The ESF commander agreed to allocate Navy forces under his Jurisdiction, 

which were not more urgently needed by the Navy, to the operational control



1

Lt • ---
of the EADF cormnder In an emergency. Included in these forces were air

borne early warning aircraft and picket ships. Local Navy commanders were 

directed by the agreement to see that their crews were fami 11 ar with air defense 

operating procedures.

Die two eastern connands followed this agreement with another in Late 

1950 on specific procedures for Joint training. But only two types of train- 
13 

ing were provided — fighter and airborne early warning. picket ship train

ing procedures were not specifically enumerated until the next year when a 
1H 

new agreement was made. However, picket ships took part in Joint training 

exercises much earlier.

At the same time (1951) that this training agreement was negotiated, 

EADF made a new agreement with ESF on responsibilities and procedures for 

emergency employment. No significant changes in concept or procedures were 

made; the purpose being to bring the agreement up to date by Including the 
15 

latest command and boundary changes. The new Central Air Defense Force, 

which hail been activated in March 1951, Joined EADF in negotiating this new 
9 

agreement and the territory and responsibilities of both were covered.

On the west coast, the Western Air Defense Force made similar arrange

ments with the Western Sea Frontier. In on agreement si^ied in May 1950, the 

WSF comnander pledged the training of his forces and their allocation in an 
16 

emergency if possible. As did EADF, WADF rewrote its agreement in 1951 to 
17 

incorporate the latest boundary and organizational changes.

Airborne Early Warning For Air Defense

Die first concrete action for extending the lines of warning seaward was 

taken at the end of 19^9*  The Chief of Naval Operations, apparently on his



Own initiative, r.urr^sted the possibility of using airborne early warning 
18 

planes for both anti-submarine warfare and air defense. He rec emended that

tests be held to determine the feasibility of such operations. If they proved 

successful, a Joint policy was to be Issued. Ihe Air Force endorsed his propo- 

sal enthusiastically, directing the Continental Air Conmnd to set up a testing 
19*  

program for the air defense part.

ConAC handed WADF the assignment because the Navy had been using AEW

aircraft primarily on the west coast. During 1950, Navy AEW planes — con- 
20**

verted B-17’s — took part in exercises and other Joint training. Later, 

tests were extended to the EADF and its stations worked with Navy aircraft 

in the fall of 1950.

Early in 1951, the Air Defense Ccmand asked WADF and EADF for their
21 

hinking on AEW in air defense to include their requirements, if any. Both

felt that operation of AEW aircraft was too costly for continuous over-water

radar extension, but EADF liked the idea better than WADF.

EADF recomicnded that two squadrons of 2U aircraft each be provided for 
22 

the defense of the eastern United States. EADF’s plan was to base one squad

ron at Limestone, Maine, and the other in the Duluth, Minnesota, area; the 

idea being to protect the seaward and polar approaches.

* In order to keep the record of changing commands straight, a note of 
explanation is appropriate. On 1 December 19^8, the Continental Air Comand 
was established and the Air Defense Command and the Tbctical Air Command were 
assigned to it. ConAC was given the missions and resources of both organiza
tions. On 1 July 1950, the Air Defense Command was abolished but was re-estab
lished as a major command on 1 January 1951-

* * Navy AEW planes had participated in west coast exercises earlier. In 
Exercise BLACKJACK, held in June I9U9 in the northwest, Navy AEW aircraft 
aerated on a limited basis.



9

WADF said that about 19 aircraft could be used on the west coast, de

ployed in no fixed locations, but used as mobile aux Hilaries to the AC&W 

system. But WADF had doubts about the wisdom of using AEW aircraft at all.
23

Picket ships might be better:

In the development of a program to extend, early warning over 
the sea approaches to target areas within the United States, the 
capability of picket ships should be seriously compared to the capa
bility of the early warning aircraft in view of the cheaper cost 
of operation of the picket ships.

Both defense forces agreed that the PB-1W (the modified B-17) and its 

equipment was not satisfactory for air defense. They felt that possibly the 

Constellation, which the Navy was equipping for AEW work, mi$£it do the Job.

This was also the thinking of the plans people at ADC Headquarters*  They 

wanted the dependability of a four-engine aircraft, one with exceptional range, 

provisions for minimizing crew fatigue, and ready availability from an active 

production line. The latter factor was particularly important in order to 

get some extension of coverage off shore as soon as possible. The Lockheed 

Constellation seemed to fit the bill. In March 1951, the Plans and Require- 
2b 

ments Director, Colonel Kenneth P. Bergquist, told the staff that:

Since the Navy has adopted the Constellation as the vehicle 
for the airborne equipment, it is considered that it would be 
uneconomical in both time and money, particularly time, to attempt 
to use any other type aircraft. Basic Constellations are now being 
produced for the airlines. With the Savy having already contracted 
for four additional PO-lWs to be available by 1 January 1952 it 
would appear reasonable that if the contract were increased and if 
no major changes were made in the specifications, an additional 15 
or 20 could be available by about 1 April 1952.

The following month, Lieutenant General Ennis C. Whitehead, ADC’s Com- 
25

mander, submitted a formal requirement for AEW equipment. He requested that 

initially ADC be given five squadrons. One was to be placed along the northern 



border and two each on the northvest and northeast coast.

□SAP agreed with the requirement, having already given consideration to 

the need for AEW planes in other ccnsands as veil as ADC. Il decided, however, 

to get a larger model of the Lockheed Constellation (some 18 feet longer), 

called the Super-Constellation by the manufacturer, The Navy had already con

tracted for some of these for its AEW force. It termed them P0-2W’s at first, 

but later called them WV-II’s. —

A tentative requirement for U8 of these aircraft in the Navy configuration 

was established by July 1951 for the entire Air Force, of which ADC was to re- 
26 

ceive the largest share. Oils figure was soon increased as ADC’s needs be-
27 

came apparent. By the end of the year, the command’s quota was raised to %.

Production schedules at the end of 1951 called fbr delivery to ADC of the 

first plane in May 1953 “d ten, or enough for one squadron, by the following 
28 

Novetriber. All 56 were to be delivered by late 1955-

By September 1951, ADC had chosen tentative locations for three of the 

squadrons: Mc'Thord AIB, Washington; Otis AFB, Massachusetts; and Presque Isle 
29

AFB, Ifelne. ADC substituted Larson AFB for Me Chord AFB a little later. Early 

in 1952, it selected McClellan AFB, California, and Newcastle AFB, Delaware, 
30 

for the other two squadrons.

Thus, ADC’s aircraft, which the Air Force termed the EC-1217 were to be 

procured by the Navy and produced primarily according to Navy specifications.

* This aircraft was originally designated the RC-121, the wRn meaning 
reconnaisanee. An Air Materiel Command Technical Order, 1-1-81, dated 15 Aug
ust 1955, established an early warning designation, nE," and the aircraft was 
re-designated the EC-121. It will be referred to by the latter designation in 
this study.



I'.s Laiiic equitmen*  war to be *he  S’avy-'iev**.  r * -'J "S“ band search radar AH/ATS-20B 

(later modified to AH/APS-2CE by increasing transmitter reliability) and the "X” 

band AN/APS-^5 height finder.

ADC was to accept the aircraft and equipment before it was tested by the 

Air Fbrce. Tests were to be made concurrently with operations and with squadron- 

assigned aircraft. The reasons were to save money; the fact that this plane was 

already in production; and, probably most important, the necessity to extend the 

shore coverage as soon as possible.

In outward appearance the EC-121 looked awkward, having the large (17 foot) 

search radar antenna slung under the fuselage in a radome and the height finder 

antenna mounted in a radome on top of the body. The aircraft interior was di

vided into four main work compartments: the flight deck, forward crew compart

ment, air operations center, and aft crew compartment. The air operations center 

(AOC ) contained eight operating positions.

Establishing A Requirement For Picket Ships

While attempts were being made to secure airborne early warning aircraft 

for air defense, efforts were also being made to obtain the use of Navy picket 

ships. The reasons for wanting both were many. In early 1950, air defense offi

cials felt an urgent need to extend warning time to northern and coastal targets 

(Russia had set off an atomic explosion the preceding August). They thought 

that picket ships could be obtained and put into operation much before the Air 

Force could get and operate a sufficient number of AEW planes. An told above, 

the schedule at the end of 1951 provided for only ten aircraft by the end of 1953.

* See Chapter III.



But picket ships were want"! even aft'*r  AEW plar-is arrived In Large 

numbers. AEW aircraft, it was believed, could not completely fulfill the 

early warning requirement; both ships and plane a were required to do the Job 

and to give an all-altitude coverage. AEW aircraft, because of their design 

and limitations, would be used to provide low altitude coverage. Picket 

ships would provide high altitude coverage. ConAC said that picket ships 

could be used to solve two major problems, identification of inbound over- 
31 

water flights, and radar defense in depth around roastal targets.
32 

In January 1950, ConAC proposed establishing eight picket ship stations.

Air Force Headquarters agreed to the requirement and suggested raising the 
33 

number to ten stations, six for the east, and four for the west coast. Two 

ships would be placed off New York, Philadelphia, Norfolk, San Francisco, and 

Seattle. ConAC agreed and higher headquarters presented the requirement to 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff in March. No immediate results were obtained, how

ever.

While waitjng for high level action, ConAC vent anead on its own to 

see what could be done. In October, ConAC directed its defense forces to 

find out what snips the Navy had and whether any could be furnished for air 
31* 

defense.

The defense forces soon found that permanent allocation of picket ships

could not be made. The Navy, through its sea frontiers, said that it simoly 
35 

did not have enough picket ships to meet both its and air defense needs.

The Navy was Ln the position of being asked to do an extra Job without

being given additional resources. The best that the Navy could offer at this 

time was temporary allocation in an emergency. On 22 December 1950, the Chief 



13

of Naval Operations-, Admiral Forrest P. Sherman, directed his Atlantic Fleet 

Commander to arrange his schedules so that two destroyer-type pickets would 
36

always be available cn 2U-houm notice for duty off the east coast. The Navy 

was going to convert some smaller ships, destroyer-escorts, to radar pickets 

in 1951 and Admiral Sherman said that he intended to make these available to 

EADF for emergency use. Two destroyer-escorts radar (DER), USS Harveson and 

USS Joyce, were scheduled for completion and assignment to the Atlantic Fleet 

in mid-1951, and. four others later in the year.
37

EADF was not satisfied with this arrangement, however: It said that 

the requirement of this headquarters for a continuous offshore 
wa-rning, identification and reporting screen is not met by the consult- 
ment of two vessels available only in the event of imminent attack.

WADF, which did not have ships allocated even for emergencies, Joined EADF 

in recommending that vigorous action be taken to push the requirement on 
39 

the Air Force-Navy Department level.

At the end of 1950, ConAC again asked USAF to see what could be done 

about getting picket ships allocated on full-time duty, The requirement for 

a minimum of ten stations still existed, ConAC told Washington, ’’for an accep- 
39

table air defense of coastal target areas.” Hie defense forces had found that 

neither the Eastern nor Western Sea Frontiers had the resources for meeting 

the requirement. Therefore, action had to be taken at a higher level.

This was done, but to little avail. In January 1951, the Air Fbrce Chief 

of Staff, General Hoyt S. Vandenberg, told Admiral Sherman that ships for ten 
Uo 

stations were needed at the earliest date possible. Admiral Sherman said 

that ships were not available and that they probably could not be provided 

before I95U. In return, General Vandenberg replied that they were needed by 



mid-1932 and asked him to x •-examre his capability to provide the ships.

While the question was being discussed in Washington, EADF and ESF repre

sentatives got together to find the best Deans of employing the two ships allo

cated for emergency use. The conferees decked that the capability of picket 

ships had not been adequately tested in exercises. As a result there was not 
U1

enough information to develop operating procedures. They decided that a com

prehensive test should be made at one location. A Civil Aeronautics Administra

tion reporting point for inbound flights called "Tuna," approximately 130 miles 

off the coast cf New Jersey, was selected.

Operation TUNA, as the test was termed, was held from 20 February through 

19 March 1951*  One ship was on station at all tines during this month. Three 

ships — USS Benner, USS Dyess, and USS Bordelon — were used, each for about 

ten days. The ships reported to one station, the direction center at Santini, 

New York, operated by the 685th AC&.W Squadron.

The radar on USS Benner, ar. SC-5, proved unsatisfactory for continental air 

defense work tecruse cf limited range. The SPS-6B on the other two ships was 
^2 

more adequate, having an average range of about seventy miles.

The test was very worthwhile, both because it proved the value of picket 

ships in air defense and because it uncovered many areas tnat needed correcting. 

It showed that warning from tne ship made it possible to intercept at greater 
^3 

distances. An increase in numbers of aircraft identified through correlation

of flight plans was another result. The ships were able to furnish navigational 

aid to aircraft and to detect airborne electronic emissions. The 26th Air Divi- 

sion, which ran the test, concluded that:

During periods when conEmmlcations were adequate, tne picket ship



at Taint Turn presided..*  an avenge early warning of approaching 
aircraft when such aircraft were approximately 200 miles from the 
New York area. This warning is more than twice the average pro
vided by shore stations when a picket ship is not on station.

Poor ship-to-shore comunications was the main problem-area uncovered*

Neither radio-telegraph nor voice contact could be maintained for more than 

28 hours without a complete breakdown. Intervals of over three hours occurred 

during which no contact could be made. Among the causes for the difficulties 

were a shortage of usable frequencies, shortage of transmitters and receivers 

on the ships, and heavy interference. The coiunander of USS Dyess consented 

that ’’conuiunications are likely to provide the weakest link in the early
**5

warning system.”

Periodic operations with Navy ships continued during 1951*  Much effort 

was placed on finding a workable comunications system. ADC asked its defense 

forces to investigate the possibilities of using radio-teletype circuits cur

rently in existence between picket ships and Navy shore stations for passing 
U6 

aircraft plots. These plots could be re-transmitted to nearby direction 

centers, ADC suggested, by use of a tape relay.

EADF reported that it found in a test held in July for this purpose 
^7 

that the use of radio-teletype was feasible and had merit. WADF did not 

hold a test Just for radio-teletype, but during the last half of the year 
U8 

held a series of over-all communications tests.

In addition to these special tests, both defense forces had the parti

cipation of picket ships in their exercises. In the WADF exercise of Feb

ruary, three ships operated, but with negligible results. Die one general 
U9 

comment was, ’’Communications were very poor.” EADF held an exercise in

June in which two ships operated in the general vicinity of Point Tuna 



Communi cat .ions were improved over the TUNA test; one reason being that the 
50 

ships communicated with three direction centers rather than one as in TUNA.

EADF concluded that proper and sufficient frequencies had. to be assized to 

picket ship operations.

At the close of 1951 another request was sent to Washington for alloca

tion of picket ships. Writing this time was the Air Defense Command which had 

taken over the air defense job at the first of the year. ADC said the need to 

extend coverage was urgent and picket ships were the only means of meeting it 
51 

in the inrediate future, for there would not be enough AEW aircraft until 195U. 

USAF had advised earlier that General Vandenberg had inquired about the Navy’s 
52 

’’plans and progress to meet our requirements for radar picket ships.” The 

new Chief of Naval Operations, Admiral William M. Fechteler (he succeeded the 

late Admiral Forrest Sherman on 1 August), had replied that he would make a 

survey of his ability to meet the air defense requirement with a type of vessel 

that would be available sooner than destroyer-escorts. ADC now suggested that 

if the Navy could not furnish the ships soon that the possibility of civilian 
53 

concerns or the Coast Guard supplying them be investigated. USAF said it would.

Whether it did or not and what the CNO’s survey disclosed is not known 

by the author. Apparently, the CNC found his resources Inadequate. The up

shot was that no ships otter than those of the Navy were made available and 

that no more than one or two stations were manned until 1955. It will be re

called that Admiral Sherman had said that this would be the time period when 

the Navy would have enough ships to meet air defense needs.



Chapter Two

THE 5TRRT OF THE REUI&t FORCE

The First ADC Plan For AEW&C Aircraft

ADC had its first comprehensive plan for employment ©f AEW&C aircraft 

ready for USAF consideration in February 1952. The plan proposed the es

tablishment of two barriers approximately 800 miles long some 200 miles off 
1

both coasts. Each barrier was to be manned by four AEW&C planes orbiting 

on station with about 200 miles between planes. At this spacing, ADC esti

mating the probability of detection at between 80 and 90 per cent for low 

altitudes.

The eastern barrier was to start about 125 miles southeast of Nova 

Scotia and run to about 250 miles northeast of Norfolk, Virginia. The wes

tern line was to run from about 250 miles west of Seattle. Washington, to 

about 200 miles west of San Francisco.

Originally, ADC intended to operate its AEW force from five bases. 

ADC now dropped this idea as uneconomical and inefficient, One base on 

each coast was now proposed, tentatively selected as Hamilton AFB, Califor

nia. and Mitchel AFB, New York. However, the runways could not be expanded 

to the length necessary for AEW operations at these bases. ADC next con

sidered Otis AFB, Massachusetts, and McClellan, Mather, and Castle AFB’s 

in California. The first 30 of the 56 aircraft programmed at this time were 

to go on the east coast because of the priority of the eastern target area.



ADC planned that each mission would average from 11 to 13 hours, with 

eight hours on station. The additional time was allotted for going to and 

from station. Five aircraft were to be ready for each eight hour shift on 

each coast, or 15 per day. On each shift four would actually fly; the other 

would remain on back-up. At. this rate of flying, each plane would be flown 

approximately 2,065 hours per year or 172 hours per month.

The plan proposed that the planes fly at around 2,500 feet altitude. 

Greater ranges could be obtained at higher altitudes; but ADC had learned 

from the Navy that the higher the altitude the greater the sea clutter on 

the radar scope. The Navy’s experience was that range had to be sacrificed 

to good tracking and control capability. ADC said it would change its method 

if the problem of sea clutter was solved or experience proved the low altitude 

unnecessary.

Knowing that crew fatigue would be one of the most important deterents to 

efficient operation, ADC planned to follow Navy findings for duty rotation. 

It was known that the efficiency of a radar scope operator lagged markedly 

after about HO minutes in the air. After this time, it was necessary to ro

tate personnel to plotting, tracking, or telling and then to provide a rest. 

With this rotation scheme, an operator would not be on a scope more than two 

hours during the eight hours on station. ADC felt that aircrews should fly 

only two days in succession.

Because of the complexity of the aircraft and its equipment, this first 

plan called for all maintenance to be handled by the Lockheed Aircraft Corpora

tion. But a little later ADC decided that it could be done by Air Force main- 
2 

tennnee personnel.

In developing a T/o&E for the AEW&C force, ADC followed the organization
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of a typical B-36 wing. At each of the two bases there were to be a group 

headquarters, three tactical squadrons of ten planes each, one electronic main- 
3 

tenance squadron, and one periodic maintenance squadron.

The tactical squadrons were to have no maintenance personnel, all organi

zational maintenance being performed by the periodic maintenance squadron. Field 

maintenance of the aircraft was to be done by the base maintenance squadron. The 

electronic maintenance squadron was to do both organizational and field mainte

nance of the radar and radio equipment. An around-the-clock maintenance schedule 

was to be set up in order to meet the 172 hours needed per aircraft monthly. In 

all, some 2,500 people would be needed at each of the two bases.

Proposed Use Of B-29’s As Interim Aircraft

While ADC’s plan was being considered by higher headquarters, a proposal 

was made by USAF to modify 30 B-29’s for AEW operations until the EC-121 was re- 
4 

celved. The first EC-121 would not be available until mid-1953 and only ten 

by the end of that year. USAF said it could make five modified B-29’s available 

by late 1952 and all 30 by mid-1953. The B-29’s could be used until sufficient 

EC-121’s arrived and then turned over to another comand.

ADC opposed the idea because it thought that the B-29’s would be coming 
5 

at about the sane time as the EC-121’s. Operation of both would be extremely 

difficult, ADC felt, and might harm the development of the EC-121 program. Also, 
■ 

the B-29’s would have only limited value since they would not be equipped with 

height finders.

After discussing it for some months, USAF finally agreed to ADC’s point of 
6

view and in August cancelled the B-29 project. ADC was willing to wait for the



EC-121.

Approval of ADC’s Two-Base Plan

USAF differed with ADC’s plan on two points: the use of two bases rather 

than five and the operation of the aircraft at the high rate of 172 hours per 

mon th • On the first point, USAF asked for a comparative cost study of five 
7 

versus two bases. On the second point, USAF sent an alternate plan that re- 
8

duced the flying hour and personnel requirements. Its plan was for a flying 

hour rate of 100 hours and total troop allocation of 2,750 spaces instead of 

the U,582 spaces in the ADC plan.

Before ADC sent a cost study on bases and Justification for operation 

at 172 hours monthly, it surveyed bases on both coasts. As a result of this 

survey, ADC selected Otis AFB and McClellan AFB. Its choice was made on the 

basis of location, climatic conditions, runway strength and length, air traffic 

congestion, and planned future use.

In its coot study, ADC figured the facility requirement cost for five 
9 

coastal bases suited to AEW operation at well over $31,000,000. For Otis AFB 

and McClellan AFB, this cost was set at about $25,000,000, or over six million

less. The annual operating cost for the five selected bases was reckoned by

ADC at $U5,U39,500; for the two bases at about $39,000,000. This was a saving 

of an additional six million. Finally, five bases would have required over 

5,500 people, while two bases needed only U,500 — a saving of 1,000.

ADC’s plan for two bases was the one finally accepted. On 16 September

1952, the Air Force Council gave its approval and on 6 October formal approval 
10

was granted by USAF Headquarters. Two AEW8eC groups were to be organized, one 

at Otis AFB and one at JfcClellan AFB. Each was to have 30 aircraft. USAF in
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c .-eased the air?rift authorization sulfI fently for *nis.  Manpower spaces vert 

to be allocated during Ff 195^ and 1955 to witch aircraft deliveries.

USAF also vent along with ADC’s contention that it could maintain the 

172-hour flying rate and that it was cheaper to fly more hours than to buy more 

planes. However, during tb^ build-up of facilities and personriel, operations 

were to be on a reduced scale. The aircraft were to be flown no more than 100 

hours per month. Also, the crew was to be limited, to 12 members and a ratio of 
11

1.2 crews per aircraft. ADC’s ultimate manning requirement was 18 crew members 

and a ratio of 2.5 crews per plane. The 18-man crew was to consist of sever.
12 

officers and eleven airmen.

ADC wanted to place the first AEW&C squadron nt Otis AFB because of the high 
13 

priority of the important northeast target complex, but it could not. ADC 

thought at this time that the first ten planes would be_delivered by the fall of 

1953 therefore support facilities would have to be ready by that time. This 
1U 

required immediate funding, but funds for Otis AFB building were not provided.

Thus, ADC decided that, however desirable, the first squadron could not be put 

at Otis. Both lack of facilities and severe weather stood in the way. McClellan, 

on the other hand, had at least some facilities and enjoyed, mild weather as well. 
15

ADC set 1 July 1953 as the date for activation of the first squadron. As 

soon as facilities were ready at Otis this unit was to move there. This was ex

pected by about April 195^• The second and third squadrons were to be activated 

at Otis in Tuly and October.

EADF objected to this decision, emphasizing that it had ’’an urgent require

ment for AEW&C capability along the Eastern Seaboard due to extreme vulnerability 
16 

of the vital target complex to sea penetration routes." EADF did not agree with 



'kDC 9 reasoning in placing the first unit at McClellan and then moving it 

son/? ten months later. It said that Otis facilities would not be ready for 

the first or second squadrons and possibly not for the third. Support limita

tions, with the possible exception of fuel storage and warehousing, would still 

exist when these units Cruur.

ADC realized that all facilities would not be available by April 1O?U. 

However, ADC felt that by this time the weather would be better and the Lack 

of facilities would not be such a severe handicap. Maintenance could be per- 
17

formed on the parking ramp, for example. This could not be done during the 

preceding winter. In California’s mild weather, however, temporary facilities 

would suffice. ADC hoped that by the following winter, Otis would have adequate 

facilities.

Comnunicat ions Plans

In other operations plans issued in 1953 and 195^, ADC covered comunica- 

tions and control. ADC planned that high frequencies in the two to twelve mega

cycle band would be used to provide contourications between the AEW&C aircraft 
18

and ground stations. All data gathered by the AEW8C plane was to be ’’told” to 

a ground coninunicatlons roint. Cross-telling of this data was then to become the 

responsibility of the station in whose area the aircraft was operating. Initially 

at least, identification was to be performed by the ADDC in whose subsector the 

AEW&C station was located. Weapon control was to be passed from the central com

munications point to the aircraft. Voice corarunicatlons were planned for speed, 

but it was expected that under some conditions radio-telegraph would have to be 

used



On th? wejt coast, central c .•rrr.m lent lor s ^olnts were tc be set up at 

McCbord AFB, Washington, and Norton and Hamilton AFB’s, California. On the 

east coast, the ground stations named were: P-i-3, Brunswick NAS, Maine; 

P-10, North Truro, Massachusetts; P-^5, Montauk Point, New York; P-5k, Palermo 

New Jersey; and P-$6, Cape Charles, Virginia. Each ground station was to be 

equipped with AN/FBI-15 transmitters and adequate receiving equipment.

Activation of the First AEW8£ Squadron

By the beginning of 1953, the original EC-121 delivery schedule proved 

to be very optimistic. The original schedule had called for the delivery of 

the first aircraft by mid-1953 and a total of ten by the fall. At the start 

of 1953, however, delivery of the first plane was re-scheduled for November 
19

1953 an^ a total of ten by April 195k. By the fall of 1953, delivery of 

the first complete aircraft had been moved up to January 195k a^d * total of 

ten by June. Actually, the first complete aircraft did not arrive until Jtey 

,195^ and the first ten not until October 195k.

USAF had by this time programmed for 6U aircraft, the first ten planes 
20*

of which were to be EC-121C’s, the reminder EC-121D’s. The adequacy of 

only four planes for attrition was questioned by ADC. USAF said that the 6U 

aircraft were actually only the number programed for the original force of

* The basic aircraft used in the ”C” and ”D” models were almost identi
cal. The ”D" model had two 600 gallon wing tip tanks, two more windows and 
changes in the number and location of some antennas. Internally, the ’D” 
bad a change in the video distribution system with the installation of the 
AN/APA-56 which added video mapping and other refinements to the scope pre
sentation; the APN-70 Loran was substituted for the APN-$, and among other 
small changes, the APN-22 Radar Altimeter was substituted for the APN-1 and 
the SCR-713C.



tive sqwuirons and that aero plants vouM Ve provided in the FX 1955 production 
21 

program for the sixth squadron, USAF later approved a seventh squadron and 

programed a total of 82 EC-121 ’s.

The lag in delivery of the aircraft resulted in delay in the activation 

dates of the squadrons, ADC’s policy was to phase the program in accordance 

with aircraft delivery. __

A reason for the aircraft delay was a lag in delivery of radar equipment 

to the Lockheed Plant, About mid-1953, Lockheed officials asked the Air Force 

to accept two planes that were ready except for the radar. AI>7 and USAF de- 
22 

cided to take them in order to begin flying and mintenance training. Lock

heed said it could make the first one available for factory training at its 
23 

plant on 1? October, the second on 15 November. They could be delivered to 

jcClellan AFB by December. ADC planned to use them until complete aircraft 

were on hand and then send them back to Lockheed for the radar.
2b

ADC now decided to activate its first squadron on 1 October 1953*  This 

was the UjOlst, activated as a T/D unit to serve as a training and test organi

zation. The UyOlst was to be overmanned to provide personnel for schools and 

to provide a trained cadre for the second squadron. Later, when other squadrons 

were activated and the two groups formed, it was to be reorganized as a T/O 

unit under another number. ADC planned to activate its second squadron at Otis 

AFB about mid-195U, also as a T/D unit. As the first squadron, it was to be 

reorganized later.
25

The two EC-121C’s without radar arrived as scheduled. One was lost the 

following February in a crash near Hamilton AFB leaving the squadron only one 
26 

ircraft until May 195^ when the first complete plane was delivered. Three



mere fully ijuipjed aircraft c une in Jin?. The 47OL&1 got its remaining clx 

planes by October. In July, the radar-less plane was sent back to Lockheed for 

its equipment.

Providing, Trained Personnel

Thr EC-121 and its radar equipment, in fact the whole AEW operation, was 

new to the Air Force. There were no experienced personnel to man the first 

squadron. The Air Force could provide men with basic training and experience, 

such as four-engine piloos and radar technicians. But it had no EC-121 pilots 

or AN/afS-2O and AN/aIS-^5 radar technicians. TJor were there any Air Force 

schools or equipment to set up schools. To give an EC-121 to the Air Training 

Command at this time would have meant taking it from the tactical squadron. 

ADC had to turn to outside sources for help.

To form a nucleus for the first squadron, ADC Headquarters sent its own 
27

men to McClellan ArB. Tie chief of this group, and thus the first commander 

of an Air Force AEW&C unit, was Lieutenant Colonel Russell E. Chee ver.

Responsibility for manning the first squadron was taken by ADC Head

quarters for the first month. After that, WADF took over. Initially, the 
28 

U7016t was authorized 7^ officers and 382 airmen. USAF authorized over

manning to provide for schools and for the second squadron of 33 officers 

and 203 airmen.

For the specialized training, arrangements were made with Lockheed and 

the Navy. The Initial training program was for a small number of people only. 

How many would have to be trained at these outside sources was not known at 

this time. Eventually, ATOC and ADC would have courses set up to provide the 

specialized training. But ADC wanted to get n ro*e  of Highly skilled people



<18 soon as possible to tegln unit ♦ralnlnr. Claeses nt Lockheed and the Navy’s 

school were started in 1953*  Meet of this initial training was cos^leted the 

following year.

At the aiixraft plant in Burbank, California, training was given to pilots, 
29 

flight engineers, and key aircraft maintenance personnel. Forty pilots vent 

through this course by February 195^*  Lockheed and the Navy sent instructors

to the AEW&C squadron for a short period.

Training for AEW radar specialists was provided by the Davy at its Fleet 
i
Airborne Electronics Training Unit, Pacific Fleet, at San Diego. From November 

30
1953 to August 195^> M airmen were trained there. Graduates of this school

went to a short course on radar installation at the Burbank factory.

The squadron started its flying training and ground training upon receipt 

f the first aircraft and men. In January 195^» for example, the aircraft were 
31 

scheduled for six hours a day, six days each week. Controllers were sent to

the Yuma, Arizona, proficiency course.
32 

rhn*  1 in.rimt 1on flights were made by all crews starting in Jfey 195^*  By

June, routine radar training missions were being flown on a station about 150 

miles off the coast. The squadron practiced and evaluated its operating pro

cedures. Since permanent facilities for cormnicaticns were not roady when the 

U?01st began training, interim facilities were set up at Mill Valley APS (P-38) 

in the 28th Air Division.

Plans For Otis AFB Changed

As we have seen, ADC chose to put its first equadron at McClellan because 

of inadequate facilities at Otis, with the idea of moving this squadron to the 
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east coast about April 195?l* ADC planned to put a secord sqvndrnn at Otis in 

July and a third in October.

As it turned out, none of these dates could be met. The whole program had 

to be changed. In 195^ there were no maintenance, housing, or any of the other 

required facilities at Otis. Not until 1955 could ADC move its first squadron 
33 

there, and even then facilities were not entirely adequate.

The permanent facilities for Otis were placed in the FT 195^ and 1955 

(and later FI 1956) Military Construction Programs, but building could not be 

started as planned. USAF could not approve the master plan until ownership 
3^

of the land was settled. The Arrv and the state of Mcu sarhusetts both con

trolled much of the land. This also held up construction of interim facilities 

as had been done at McClellan.

At any rate, these questions dragged on for months. It was not until late 

in 195^ that work on interim facilities and rehabilitation of existing facil

ities got started, and then it was slowed by bad weather. The interim facil

ities for three squadrons was completed in late 1955 and permanent facilities 
35 

were scheduled for completion by August 1956.

Because of the year’s delay in building at Otis, ADC decided to keep all 
36

AEW&C activities on the west coast until about March 1955*  The U7Olst was to 

move at that time.

In the meantime, ADC had gone ahead and activated its second squadron, the 
37

U712th, at Otis AFB on 1 March 195^*  On 25 May, the U712th, less its personnel 
38

was moved to McClellan, which made it simply a record transfer. It was then 
39 

manned with a cadre from the U7Olst.
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I 
Activation Of Ti*  *n  Air Division

Headquarters ADC decided by Mirch 195k that neither it nor the defense 

force headquarters could give as close or ns continuous supervision to the 

AEW&C program as needed. ’'Preliminary operations of the frEMl program and 

further study of forthcoming requirements in this area have indicated a need, 

for quality ’top level’ supervision, if the program is to be successful," 
kO 

explained ADC to USAF.

To supervise the program, an organization on the division level with a 

general officer in command was needed, ADC said. It had to be at least a divi

sion because of ’’the multitudinous operational prob lens to be faced in a new 

and unknown type operation, the development and testing of training methods 

and of tactics and techniques, the complexity of the aircraft, and the fact 
U1 

‘hat euch aircraft is a mobile direction center...."

ADC wanted two divisions. The first should be activated at McClellan as 

soon as arrangements could be made. This division would run the program from 

there until March 1955 when it would be moved, to the east along with the 

UjOlst Squadron. At that time, a second divie ion would be activated at 

McClellan.

USAF agreed with the need for a change in organization, but had a dif

ferent solution. It authorized one division temporarily to get the program 
U2 

underway and. two wings to take over when the division was inactivated.

USAF said that the responsibility and functions which ADC planned to 

give to the AEW&C group were too such for a unit of that size. A similar 

force of tactical and maintenance squadrons in the Strategic Air Corswuid was 

organized into a wing. ADC's groups would be raised to wing level and con-



sldered as operational units. Zhe.'e wings were not to activated until July 

1955> however. To provide an organization to plan, supervise, and coordinate 

the program In the formative stage before the wings came into being, USAF auth

orized a division. It was to be activate*!  on 1 May 195^ and inactivated ’not 
*3 

later than July 1955•" USAF explained that, ’’At this point in time, the re

quirement for developing tactics, techniqu*?s  and procedures should have been ful

filled, and with both Wing Hqs in-being, the required operational headquarters 

will have been provided sc that the Air Division can be inactivated.’’

USAF approved setting the division up as a T/D unit and ADC'r canning 

proposal. ADC had proposed 27 officers and 52 airmen. Ihe Sth Air Division 

(AEW&Con ) was activated as planned on 1 May and Colonel Kenneth H. Gibson (he 
U6 

was raised to Brigadier General rank in July 1953*)  assumed corrand on 19 May.

Although at first ADC Headquarters planned to fake direct charge of the 
U7 

division, the ADC Command Council decided on 23 April to assign it to W/tDF.

As will be seen later, the original plan was reverted to the following year.

The mission of the division, to which all AEW&C units were assigned, was 

simply stated: ”to provide airborne early warning and control in the air 
U8 

defense combat zone.” Ihe 8th Air Division was also given authority to com

mand, organize, train, and equi^ all personnel assigned; to develop AEWtC 

techniques and intercept control procedures; to conduct AEW&C unit training; 

coordinate operations with appropriate divisions; and to take part in air de

fense exercises.

Activation Flans

By April 1951*,  a new AEW&C program had been worked out based on de Lays
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at Otis and the expected aircraft delivery schedule. ADC planned to nave all 

six tactical squadrons of the original program activated by August 1955• By 

this time also, a wing and two support squadrons were to be in operation on 

each base.

The first tactical squadron to be activated at Otis was to be the 961st, 

scheduled for December 195U. Also in December, Otis was to get the 551st Wing 

and the 551st maintenance squadrons. A month earlier, the VfOlst was to be 

reorganized under a T/O, and renamed the 960th, and to move to Otis with ten 

planes. The third eastern squadron, the 9b2d, was to be activated in July 

1955-

At KfcClellan AFB, the U712th was to be reorganized to a T/O unit, the 

963d, in March 1955*  In this month, the second squadron slated for IfcClellan, 

the 96^th, was to be activated. The third McClellan squadron was the last 

of the original six. In August 1955, this one, the 965th, was to be activated. 

McClellan’s wing, the 552d, was to be activated in July 1955. Its two main

tenance squadrons were to be activated at the same time as those at Otis - 

December 195^.

ADC expected the maintenance facilities at Otis to be inadequate when 

the first squadron arrived there. Until maintenance capability was built up, 

ADC planned to get much of the work done by the Lockheed Aircraft Service at 
50 

Idlewild Airport, New York. Lockheed would provide periodic inspections and 

UOO-hour cycle reconditioning. Pre-flight and post-flight inspections as well 

as unscheduled maintenance were to be done at Otis.

In an operations plan issued in March 195^, ADC set the operationally 

ready dates for the two wings. The Otis AFB Wing, the 551st, was to be capa-



ble of ope mt in, on four st xtlont-, hours per day by 1 March 1956 j the 
> —

McClellan AFB wing, the 552d, by 1 January 1957*  This would allow nearly 

three years from the date of activation of the f.rst squadron (Otober 1953).

By the end of 1953 > ADC had added a seventh AEVftC squadron to its program. 
52

USAF originally prograrcned it for McClellan AFB. But ADC wanted it located 

more strategically and asked that it be placed on the coat const.

ADC wanted this squadron in the east as a part of an overall plan it 

was shaping at this time for the ultimate AEW&C force and for defense for 

the next few years. ,WC was putting together a requirements plan (which 

will be discussed more fully later) for the period to 196c. In it, ADC 

planned to ask that coverage be provided seaward to about U75 miles from 
53

Nova Scotia to Savannah, Georgia. ADC planned that two lines of AEW&C 

stations (nine stations in all) would be used to provide this coverage. 

The outside line was to be operated continuously, while the aircraft for 

the inside line were to be on stand-by alert. For this east coast coverage, 

two wings of 30 aircraft each would be needed.

One wing was already planned for Otis AFB. /OC wanted the second wing 

in the Norfolk, Virginia, area. Langley AFB was suitably located, hut it 

could not be expanded encrigh to handle the wing. Seymour-Johnson AFB. Grid5- 

boro, North Carolina, was the second choice.

Thus, ADC wanted to put the seventh squadron at S^ymr’ir-Johnaon as the 

beginning of the build-up there. USAF approved this request on 8 February 
5^ 

195^ nnd *he  squadron was programmed in the Ef 1955 public works program.

This unit, the 966th Squadron, was scheduled for activation in November 19^5-



AEWV? Force Status

By the end of June 1951*,  the Sth Division Beadquarters had over 30 

per cent of its officers and 20 per cent of its airmen (T/D authorization 

27 officers and 52 airmen). The UjClst Squadron was completely manned (T/D 

authorization 7^ officers and 3^2 airmen). The 712 th Squadron had 26 per 

cent of its officers and over Uo per cent of its airmen (T/D authorization 
55 

109 officers and 572 airmen).

Five aircraft were assigned, one of which had no radar. Twelve crews 
56

were on hand. Colonel Gibson reported that about 85 per cent of the auth

orized equipment was on hand for the U701st Squadron. Aircraft spares were 

generally in good supply, but electronic spares were very scare**.



Chapter Three

BUIIDIHG THE HEUJ&C SVSTEIH

Radar Extension Plans

By 1?5U, ADC had crystallize! Its plans for the over-all extension 

of radi r northward and seaward. A4 mid-y^ar, /tDC sent Air Force Head

quarters its requirements plan for the years 195^ to l?6O. ADC had con

ceived a two-rone system of defense for the Nor«h American continent: 

a combat zone 'ind tn early warning zone.

ADC defined the combat zone as an area "encompassed by a line re

presenting the Liucimam limit of contiguous radar cover around the United 
1

3tnt.es .nd certain parts of Canada 'uid Mexico." The early warning zone 

was to be north of this area and consist of two lines -- a mid-Canada early 

warning line and a northern Canada distant early warning line.

In the combat zone ADC wanted to extend coverage out to sea about t75 

miles on the east coast and 250 miles on the west coast. The degree of ex

tension was determined by such factors as vulnerability to attack from sea

ward, importance of likely targets, expected number of eneiv planes attack

ing part icul-'f areas and number of defense weapons. The AEa&C force to

gether with picket ships of the Navy and platforms anchored in shoals off 

the east coast, called "Texas Towers” (see Chapter Six) would provide this 

extension.

fcr the ZdT.’&C force, ADC asked for five more tactical squadrons, or
2

■? tc’al of ^el’.’c ly the end of FY 1?5?. In September 1251*,  cczmnd



3 
planners dre*  uj a tents: i\e de; toymen? f t he five addition il squadrons.

Ciey planned to put two on the west coast - one at Horton AFB in southern 

California and the other at McChcrd AFB in Washington, making a total of five 

there. Norton was later dropped, however, and both squadrons scheduled for 

McChord. They scheduled two for Seymour-Jc hns on AFB in order to complete the 

three-squadron deployment wanted in thi' irea. The fifth squadron was to be 

placed at Brookley AFB, Alabama, to provide cover for the southeast coast. This 

location was changed later to Hunter AFB, Cavnnnah, Georgia.

USAF advised In December l/5Jl that it would not approve the requirements 

olan as a whole because it was not ’’appropriate in view of 'he fact that cer- 
h 

tain parts of the document have been overtaken by events since publication.” 

It approved certain recuirements in it, however. One of these the coren- 
5

sion to 12 AEN&C squadrons, civen er.rly in 1?55- Later in the yetr, UTV.F 

approved a thirteenth squadron to be placed at Dover AFB, Delaware.

In June 1955, & deployment and operational plan for *11  elements of the 

combat zone seaward extension force was issued by a newly-created organization 
*

for air defense, the Continental Air Defense Command (CCHAD). COTTD was a 

Joint comand created the previous September by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
6

with headquarters at Colorado Springs. This did not put ADC out of business. 

But its Jebs of general air defense planning, coordinating, and control of 

the Air Force, Army, and Navy forces taking pr.rt in air defense in an emer

gency were taken over by this super, JCS-directed agency. *DC  was to con-

* For additional details on the creation of CCNAD, see COHAD/aDC Histori
cal Study y9, Organization and Responsibility for Air Defense.





c**n*rate  on r inn I nr th**  Air F r*'r  defense for*rp.  ADC was allocated to

?j?«AD along with the Ars/'s Antiaircraft Conrnnd, and a Davy component estab

lished at this tine (see Chapter Five). The <TS node the Air Fbrcc the exe:u- 
♦ 

tlve agency for CCHAD and named ADC’s ccmander, General Benjamin V. Chidlaw,

ns COHAD’s comander also.

The COH/XD plan for extension of the coHbnt zone radar cover projected 
7

deployment and operation in two stages. The first on the quantity

of forces expected to be available by around 1958; the second when enough 

additional forces had been built up - possibly around. i960.

In the first stare, COT1AD wanted to have five AEWsC stations off the 

west const and six off the east coast. In addition, the west coast was to 

have five picket ship stations; the east coast five picket ship stations and 

five T?xas Ttevers (see map following)•

In the second stage, CCHAD wanted 12 AEW&C stations off the east coast, 

but no increase in the other forces. In the Pacific, it wanted eight AEW8C 

stations and seven picket ship stations.

Thus, CONAD planned to build up to 11 AEW&C stations in the first phase, 

six off the east coast and five off the west coast; and tn 20 stations in the 

second phase, 12 off the east coast and ci^it off the west coast. The eastern 

area, with its preponderance of targets and where a greater percentage of the 
A w 

enemy’s attack was expected, was to ^ave the most forces.

This deployment took into account the fact that the aEW5£ aircraft would

♦ General Chidlaw became contender of ADC in August 1??1, succeeding 
Lieutenant General Ennis C. Whitehead who retired.



provide Icv-altl’.ude coverage; picket Fhlja high-altitude coverage. The over

all deployment was to give an all-altitude coverage so far as possible. C05AD 

planned to place AFW3C planes and picket ehipe 1n a single row in its first 
•

phase, with the AEV&C aircraft between the shore and the picket ship line*  

Generally speaking, the east coast deployment placed Texas Towers about 100 

miles out, AEW&C stations about 200 miles out, and picket ships about 300 miles 

out. Off the west coast, the AEW&C and picket ship stations were a little 

closer in. COHAD’s plan for deployment was to provide high altitude (65,OCX) 

feet) coverage of about 550 nautical miles and low altitude (surface) cover

age of about 320 nautical miles off the east coast; and high altitude coverage 

of about U6o nautical miles and low altitude coverage of about 280 nautical 

miles off the vest coast.

When the build-up was sufficient to reach the second stage, COTAD planned 

to add a second row of AEW&C stations on the outside beyond the picket ship 

stations in the Atlantic. This was to increase low altitude coverage to about 

500 nautical miles. The single row deployment plan was to remain the same in 

the Pacific in this phase. Coverage would be extended to cover the complete 

length of both coast, however, in this stage (see map, Chapter Seven).

* The geographical coordinates for the AEW&C stations in Phase I were 
as follows (see Chapter Five for picket Ship and Chapter Six for Texas Tower 
locations):

EAST COAST WE~T COAST

33”20’N 
36 ”25fn 
38”U3’N 
ho”OC’N 
U2”18’N 
U2"10’N

7U"U5’W
72”U5’W
70"50’W
66”U5fw
67"1O’w
63”32’w

48"0G’!» 
i*5"5O'n  
33"20’h 
36”Uofn 
3^’10’K

128”25’W 
127’00’H 
126”30’W 
125 ”95’W 
123”20 ’W





C?'L'.3 did net thin/, it vc^ld iia r- en i;h aircraft to mn these twenty 

stations continuously, Diercforc, It planned to mn crlv jart of the stations 
10 

around the clock and cover the rest with aircraft or alert. Advance warn

ing from the Distant Early Warning line would zaake this possible. On the east 

const, CCuAD planners proposed mnnnlng only the outer row nr_d the northern 

a Mt ions of the inner row continuously. On the vest const, they planned to 

nan only the two northern stations continuously. They noted in this plan tnat 

in actual practice this scheme might not work and that enough aircraft to man 

all stations continuously would be requested in the 1955 to 1965 plan.

Activations and Organization

As planned by ADC in 195^, the six tactical squadrons, the two wing head

quarters, and the maintenance squadrons of th^ original program wer*»  activated 

by August 1955 (see chart following). T^o tactical squadrons had been acti

vated at McClellan - one in October 1953 and the other in March I95U - and the 

8th Air Division had been activated there in Miy 1951*.  The first squadron, 

the hJOlst, was m . zed to Otis ArB in March 1955*  Tn this sane month, the 

second squadron, the U712th, was reorganized under a l/o and redesignated the 

963d, and another squadron, the 964th, was activated under a T/0. Die third 
12

McClellan tactical squadron, the 965th, was activated in Aug<«st. Die McClellan 
13 - 

wing, the 552d, hrd been activated a month earlier. A provisional wing had 

been operating there since the first of January, however, to relieve the divi

sion of day-to-day operational chores, leaving it free to concentrate on over- 
1U 

all pL’inning and supervision of the two-coast buildup.

Die first unit to be placed at Otis AFB was a provisional wing, activated



15 
on 1 October 1'6^» as an advance party. Tliin was discontinued ond a regular 

16
T/O wing, the >51*t,  was activated in December 19?U. At the sane time, the 

17
first tactical squadron was activated at Otis, the 961* t« March 1955, tl*  

18
4701st, now reorganized as the 960th Squndrcn, arrived from McClellan. The

Otis organization was coroletel vltn the activation of the third tactical 
19 

squadron, the 9^2d, in July 1955*

All of the Otis units were organized on a T/O except the 551st Periodic 

and Electronic Maintenance Squadrons. Because part of the maintenance was to 

be done by the Lockheed Aircraft Service, these units were organized on a T/D 

and their personnel reduced sone 40 per cent. By the time that the Lockheed 

contract expired in September 1956, they would be reorganized under a T/O and 
!

fully manned.

This was the extent of the force activated by the end of 1955*  As shown 

above, seven more tactical squadrons had been approved by USAF. Their activa

tion dates, geared to anticipated base building and to availability of aircraft, 

were spread over the next three and dhe-half years.

A seventh squadron, the 966th, had been scheduled for activation in Novem

ber 1955 at Seymour-Johnson AFB. However, by mid-1955, it became obvious to 

ADC that facilities, primarily family housing, would net be ready in time. 

USAF suggested that the activation be delayed until June 1956 when it was 
20 

thought that housing would be available. General Gibson protested this pro

posal. He did not want to interrupt the scheduled flow of personnel or the 
21 

training planned at AOTC and other agencies’ schools. He feared that the 

delay would result tn loss of the personnel authorizations. Instead he sug- 
1

gc ?d that the 966th be activated as scheduled, but placed at McClellan AFP.



STATUS OF AEW&C CHITS - 31 DECEMBER 1955

Unit

Hq 8th ADlv 
Hi 552d Wg 
552d E/M Sa 
552d F/M Sq 
963d AEW&C So 
96Uth AEW&C Sq 
955th AEW&C Sq

Hq 551st Wg 
551st E/M Sq 
551st P/M Sq 
960th AEW&C Sq 
961st AEW&C Sq 
962d AEW&C Sq

Base Assignment
Date of

Activation

McClellan AFB ADC 1 May I95U
1’ Sth ADlv 8 Jul 1955
71 552d Wg 18 Dec 195^

18 Dec 195Un 552d Wgw 552d Wg 8 for 1955
11 552d wg 8 Mar 1955
n 552d Wg 8 Aug 1955

Otis AFB 8th ADlv 18 Dec 195U
77 551st Wg 18 Dec 195^
n 551st Wg 18 Dec 195^
71 551st wg 8 Mar 1955
W 551st wg 18 Dec I95U
77 551st Wg 8 Jul 1955

Unit

AEW&C PROSAM

Base
Apprcainate Activation 
Date (by Otr FY)

Hq 553d Wg Seymour-Johnson AFB 2/58
955th AEW&C Sq • • 2/58
956 th AEW&C Sq »• 3/58
966 th AEW&C Sq 71 1/58

957th AEW&C Sq McChord Al'S V58
958th AEW&C Sq 71 1/59
959th AEW&C Sq HUnter /JB 2/59
967th AEW&C Sq Dover AFB 1/60



P * r. ADC and USAF agreed tn this. However, nt < problems cropped up.

ADC saw that It would net have enough aircraft for the 966th If it were actl- 
23

vated in 1955*  There were three reasons for this. By this tire, numerous 

deficiencies had been found in the EC-121. One modification program had been 

started and others were soon to start. These would take aircraft out of the 

coonand. Secondly, ADC had found that more than the originally-planned 30 

aircraft per wing were needed for operations. And, third, aircraft delivery 

slipped in late 1955*  In view of these problems, ADC decided to postpone 

activation of the 966th for about two years.

Another important change in plans was in regard to the Sth Air Division. 

Back in early 195^, ADC had asked for two divisions to manage the AEW&C pro

gram. USAF agreed to the need for a stronger organization, but authorized 

wings instead of divisions. But until the wings were set up and could take 

over operations, USAF authorized a division to oversee the buildup. It gave 

authority for the 8th Air Division to be activated in May 195^ to be in

activated in July 1955-

As the inactivation date drew near, ADC asked to keep the division for 
2k 

at least another year. The wings could not take over yet, ADC told USAF.

There were still problems of tactics and procedures, aircraft deficiencies, 

and training that were beyond the resources and authority of a wing organi

zation. A central division was still needed to supervise and control the 

program. To further this central control, the division was to be placed 

directly under ADC Headquarters. ADC had not core to any conclusions about 

the final organization, but still thought that a division was needed for 

both coasts. USAF agreed, authorizing retention cf the Sth for another 
25

year - to June 1956



ZJDC vinUJ to raze direct control of th'- 3th because the buildup of Uie 

pro;;min had not moved along as rapidly as had been expected. Aecording to General 

bioaon there were great Lags in the asslgn.mert cf personnel and supply of material, 
* 

particularly of electronic parts. These deficiencies were causing the program 

to Lag. Ee did not blame the defense force. Rather, he said that the ’’existing 

personnel .and mterlel situations represent a ’best effort*'  in light of other 
27

air defense and Air Fbrce-wide requirements....**  But dir**et  supervision by ADC 

Headquarters was needed.

Another reason for assigning the division to ADC Headquarters was that an 

awkward corraand arrangement had arisen with the beginning of activity on the 

east coast. The 8th Air Division under WADF was in charge of units stationed in 

SADF territory.
i

Just a year after its activation, on 1 May 1955, the 8th Air Division was 
28 

reassigned to ADC Headquarters.
I I

Manning and Individual Training

Because the EC-121 was new to the Air Force, ADC haa to turn to Lockheed 

and to the Ilavy for help in training its people. Pilots, flight engineers, 

and aircraft maintenance personnel were sent to a Lockheed school. Search and 

height finder radar technicians were sent to a Ilavy school.

Manning of each unit activated during the long build-up period frequently 

lagged in certain important fields — a typical problem in setting up any new 

organisation. It was difficult to provide the exact number of people needed 

in all career fields exactly in accordance with the scheduled build-up. Small 

sc’ x>l output and competition for the people available with other units ADC-



' 1 le and Air Free-wide were xr-nr th- caur*s  of th*  r-r.rrtages.

The two most critical shortages ver*  of radar operators and technicians 

and of controllers. ,\DC had been suffering for a long tine from a shortage 

of skilled controllers. Without *r*ourJh  controllers as it was, the defense 

forces were hard put to ccet the quotas as Zed of then. Ihe result was that 

ADC had to lower its standard for those controllers assigned to the AEW&C 

force in Older to nan it. Initially, ADC required that controllers have one 
31 

year’s experience as AC&W directors. It lowered this to p-mit assignment 

oi’ radar observers who had not completed a year as a controller. USAF pro

mised to help out by increasing the number of radar observers sent to con

troller’s school.

General Gibson proposed in the fall of I95U that a centralized training 

program be started at McClellan AfB to step up the training of people in all 

important specialities. A small training program was already in existence 

at McClellan for a number of fields. But General Gibson wanted a large scale 

program. for th* on both n. proposed that on*  squadron "b**  Ret

aside solely for AEW&C training to run through March 195^. Considerable 

other equipment and personnel would also be needed, plus extensive cross

country travel for the people at Otis AFB. General Gibson felt that his plan 

would so increase the training that full operations could be started at Otis

* The AEW&C units were no worse off than any other ADC units. AEWS£ 
units had an Air Force precedence rating of II, the same as about half of 
ADC tactical units. However, the AEW&C squadrons had a unit precedence of 
177 and 178 out cf a possible 173 in category II. This meant that according 
to unit rating they should not have had as high a manning status ns other 
ADC tactical units. But Headquarters AIC reported ii late 195^ that the AE>; 
had been manned at least equal to, and in most cases better than, other tacti 
cal units. For source, see reference notes 29 and 3^*



I
f October six nonths .mrlb r ;.ui ochcduled.

33
ADC Headquarters rejected his proposal, however. Bacu^h training equip*  

*
uenl and personnel to establish such a program were not available. ADC pro- 

5Ta**raed  equipment had teen allocated xTe^eml months earlier to the Air Training 

Coscand^ to start a formal training pregram. General Gibson was told that ro 

more for trainpurposes could be procured and "it is next to impossible to 

change the flow of this equipment within the tine period allocated for the es- 
3’»

tablishment of the training plan submitted." Individual training would con- 

.tinue to be conducted by outside sources and by the ATRC once it got its pro*  

gram underway. Aircrew training would be conducted by the squadrons on each 

coast.

ADC arranged for a second series of classes in certain specialities at 

che Navy's San Diego school and at the Lockheed plant. For AEW radar techni- 
35

cians, new classes were started at San Diego on 23 February 1955*  At Burbank, 

radar maintenance courses were started in March 1955• These classes were to 

continue into 1957 when over 200 non were to be trained. Classes for mainte

nance personnel in other fields were also started at Lockheed in 195^ a*id  

1955 •

ATBC's Technical Training Air Force be^an basic and specialized courses 

on AEW radar in April 1955 at Keesler AFB. These courses had been scheduled 

to start in January, but delay in getting the Navy-procured radar equipment 

held it up. Eventually, this school would be graduating trained radar tech

nicians in fairly large numbers.



Unit 7 Inlr; ir.d Op'r Jf-nv

Build up to around- the -clock AEWfcC o^nr^tlonr *o be accccspliGhcd by 

starting 1 fgii ted operations on on'*  station and then adding more stations 

til finally all were maintained full tine. Training missions were started 

back in January 1?5^ when the first aircraft and aircrews arrived. By June 

of that year, routine radar training missions were being flown on station.

Hie first air defense operations began with participation of AEw&C 

planes in the nation-wide exercise CHECK FOEIT held in July 1??^< During 

this two day exercise, the total complement of six EC-121’3 provided radar 
37

cover off Seattle, San Francisco, and Los Zjigeles. The effort was relatively 

ineffective, however, because of comunlcations limitations and poor proce

dures. But much was learned about the aircraft and about techniques.

The first station manned was on the West Coast starting on 1 August 

195U. WADF’s operations order establishing the station called for operation 
33 

of one aircraft eight hours per day (0?00 to 1700). The station was located 

off the 29th Air Division's area. On 17 September 195^, a second station was 
39 ~

started in the same general area. Ute plan was to increase the first station 

to 16 hours daily. By the end of 1955, one station was manned fall-time;
Ho

another partially. These aircraft in the 28th Division’s area reported to 
Hl

the radar station at Mill Valley Air Force Station, California.

While the planes were on station, the commander of the division in which 
U2

they were operating had operational control. Th? division cemmard'-r could 

re-deploy, recall, or assign subsector responsibility as required. The AEW8£ 

plane was to patrol around a control point described in "georef" coordinates 

and latitude and longitude. From operating experience and tests held by the 



ti e 2,500 feet once thought necessary was more satisfactory. The ATCC, re

porting in September 1955 on the resujM *»f  its second phase cf the aircraft 
u3

operational suitability tests, state! that:

Ccrrparison of the blip/ccan or tracking capability curves 
shows that during the test the RC-121 achieved the best performance 
against the B-29 type target with the radar platform at 15,000’. 
This was true whether the target was at 500*  or at 20,000*.

The APGC also noted in this report that the EC-121 ’s tracking perf ormance 

against high altitude jet bombers was mrrinal in all cares. At any rate, 

CG.4AD stated in its operational plan issued in June 1955 that AEW&C aircraft 

would fly at altitudes between 5,000 and 15,000 feet.

The first operating station was started on the East Coast on 21 September

1955*  Ibis one wns manned around-the-clock.

One very great problem remining in operations in late 1955 was that of 

obtaining frequencies for the extensive comunications system. COTTAD handed 

Air Force Headquarters a ccmunications plan covering the needs for all parts 

of the seaward extension system - AEW&C aircraft, picket ships, and Ttxas
>»5

Towers - in June 1955• For the whole systor, CONAD ask**d  for a minimum of

32 UHF channels and 50 other channels in families of frequencies.

The Joint Comunications-Electronics Comittee of th® 7C3 asked for a 
1*6

reduction. It was difficult to get such a great number of frequencies. The

committee suggested tUat a group of ccrmnon frequencies b® used for comnnd and

control circuits. The common frequencies would to less than the number of 

specific circuits in CCNAD's plan. A second suggestion was to use multiplex 

teletype in place of voice telling circuits from the picket shins to shore



J AD i d i that the f!r. • x • . **•*  '»•. but that the sec nd*«« n «
iiad merit and would. be investigated. If it proved feasible, it would. be

adopted and the number of frequencies reduced accordingly. Tn the meantime,

cperatl^ns were being carried out by .scing frequencies frert ADC’s emerreney 
hR

net and a few ethers given tempcririly by U3AF and the Navy.

Aircraft and Sufport Deficiencies

ADC had accepted the EC-121 before it had Leer, tested by the Air lores. 

Tie reason, ADC explained, was that because of the "considerable cost of 

each aircraft and the pressing operational re julrerae.ut for Immediate seaward
I49 

extension, no aircraft have been allotted specifically for test purposes."

Instead, the Air Proving Ground. Comand ran tests ccnr arrently with operations 

at McClellan AFB. An evaluation of the plane and its equipment was started 

in August 1?5^ 'and completed in May 1955 - n period of nine months.

The AFGC concluded from its investigation that the aircraft was unsuit

able for its mission. Hie reasons were (1) inability to oj>erate in all types 

of weather, (2) inadequate navigation facilities, (3) inadequate air-gro-md 

data transmission system, and (U) limited ninge and height accuracy of the
50 — -

AN/aFS-^5 height finder. Th a height findt-r did not Lave ar, great «

as the search r.idar. Neither was very great. Tie search radar, Z\PGC reported, 

provided early warning coverage (based on 20^ blip/’c-n tracking capability) 

against high flying (h0,000 feet) Jet targets at 173 nautical miles: against
51

low-altitude (20,000 feet) targets of the T’-^ type at 193 nautical miles.

Thn height finder, they stated, could, on th^ average, measure height of a 
52

B-29 Larget to a range of only 30 rilles.



But the EC-121, the AFQC c'-n*luded,  did hav*  value as an interim AEUTL£
53

aircraft:

The RC-121 in its present configuration has a significant Air 
Defense potential. The search radar can present an effective barrier 
(with about 2CO miles spacing between radars) against 1V-1 type air
craft flying at medium cr even low altitudes. Against Jet bombers 

at higher altitudes, the APS-2O 13 considerably lees effective 
(out this is true of radars in general). The radar evaluation tests 
indicate that the equipment can only partially satisfy the surveillance 
requirements (detection and tracking) against Jet bombers.

The deficiencies found by the APGC were confirmed by the Air Force

Inspector General who surveyed the EC-121 supporting system in April 1955*

The IG added that the system was harmed by a complex method of procurement,

poor liaison between the Air Force and the Navy, Lack of a central monitoring 
5U

agency, and Inadequate electronic supply.

The EC-121 was produced according to Navy specifications and was procured 

by this service. The aircraft had, therefore, to meet both Navy and Air Ftorce 

mission requirements. General Gibson pointed out that this resulted in having 

equipment that was satisfactory for one but was not necessarily satisfactory 
55 

for the other.

Also, certain equipment required by one was not needed by the other.

AIC’s materiel chief, Major General Marshall S. Roth, said that the greatest

difficulty with Navy procurement was a delay in exchange of information between
5&

the services on modifications and test results. This was mainly on the elec

tronics system. There were few difficulties on the engine or airframe. This 

delay in exchange of data had held up correction of deficiencies in some cases.

ADC replied to the IG that it had long been aware of these d*ficiencies  

and problene. Much time raid effort had been spent trying to make improvements.



Many modifications had already teen aide to the equipment and many others had 
57 

been proposed. But ADC had not been able to keep up.

The machinery and personnel know-how in this carrand and other 
c errands for handling and keeping up with this highly complicated, 
weapon system has not kept pace with the numerous problems that 
have arisen. Patch work fixes have been applied, tut complete con
trol has eluded this cooaond.

As to reasons for this, ADC named (1) a delay in initial provisioning 

because AMC delayed in desiccating the prime depots, (2) lack of group ex

perience in the U3AF EC-121 weapon system project office because of frequent 

changes in personnel, (3) Navy cognizance over contract allocation of major 

components and spares, and (}*)  Navy control of nine electronic systems in the 

plane. ADC said also that the program suffered "because many Air Force agencies 

apparently do net realize that a great deal of extra effort must be expended in 

order to resolve the numerous problems encountered by this command when it
56 

accepted this untried and unproven weapon.”

ADC asked that much more additional emphasis be given at USAF level. The 

thought '.^as that this might result in releasing more manpower for monitoring 

the program, lowering the time taken in the modification processing system, 

adding funds for the modifications, hastening shipments of spares, and expediting 

publication of handbooks for the EC-121.

But ADC’s conclusion was that they had accepted the aircraft too soon. 

It should have gone to ARDC and AFX for complete testing first. ”It wasn’t 

until after we had received the aircraft that the principal deficiencies which 

are now causing the trouble were discovered. The decision to accept Navy air

craft then in nroduction did not give this headquarters and Head quarters USAF 
59 

time enough to program proper facilities for its effective support.”



In the meantine, General Gibson wrote that hr did net believe that the 

wlr*~^  could maintain the aircraft at the flying rate required for full opera- 
60 

tions. Each plane would have to fly 172 hour*  p*r  month.

The AEWfcC project people In Colorado Springs agreed with General Gibson’s 

conclusion that 172 hours was too much*  They felt that possibly each squadron 

should have 13 to 15 aircraft which would make a flying rate of only 1J3 to 
61

153 hours per month necessary. But they did net know exactly how to solve the

problem. It was the ADC Headquarters view that nc more EC -121’s in their current 
62

configuration should be purchased. The 8th Air Division was tcld that the only 

solution appeared to be to limit its operational goals with the EC-121 and then 

to get better aircraft.

To clinch the need to drop the operational goal, word came of a slippage

in aircraft delivery. This was caused by a delay in procurement of enough 
63

radar to Tsatch the production of aircraft at Lockheed. The planes coming off 

the line for which there was no radar were to be stored until the radar arrived.
6U

Some 13 aircraft would be affected. Delivery would be cut by this number be

tween October 1955 and March 1958. They were to be added to the delivery b^- 

ginnJng in March, with all returned by October 1956, at which time all the EC- 

121’8 currently contracted for were to be delivered.

Change In Operational Goals

As a result of all these problems ADC had to revise its plans greatly. On

9 September 1955, ADC moved the date for operational readiness for the 551st 
65*

Wing at Otis back eight months to 1 November 1956. The date for the 5>2d Wing

* Because WADF compromised these dates, they were moved back 15 days in mid- 
ember to 15 October 1956 for the 55i*t  and 15 Deoeufcer 1956 for the 552d.
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at McClellan AFB was left nt 1 January 1?57*  For both wings, the requirement 

for flying 172 hours per non th cn each plane was dropped to lUo hours. The 

concept of each wing Banning four stations continuously was changed to ’’will 

man continuously 2U hours a day as many stations as possible, utilizing a mini- 
oo 

mum of 359^ hours per month for station keeping and enroute time.”

Then in December, ADC asked USAF to increase the aircraft authorizations 
67

for each wing to 3^ EC-121’s and two C-121’s. The latter were to be used for 

training and support, leaving the EC-121's for the primary mission. ADC ex

plained that each plane could fly 1^0 hours per month which would provide a 

total of 5*0h0  hours monthly (36 X luC). This, ADC felt, was sufficient to 

once again permit each wing to man four stations continuously. ADC pointed 

out that actually if all the attrition EC-121’s already purchased were used, 

there would be enough to assign 3^ to the wings. USAF would have to buy only 

the two C-121’s per wing to meet ADC’s request.

Because of the change in operational-ready dates, ADC asked that the 8th 

Air Division, scheduled for deactivation in mid-1956, be retained until one
68 

month after the McClellan wing became operationally ready, or 1 February 1957.

USAF had not given its approval at year’s end.

As discussed earlier, ADC decided not to activate the 966th Squadron 

in November as planned. There were no aircraft for it. ADC said that modlfica 

tion of the EC-121’s would take about 12 aircraft from the command at all times 
6?»

and would take about two years to complete. This loss of planes plus the need

* A small modification was started in July 1955• This program, called 
BISCUICK (Bureau of Inspection Survey - Quick), provided nine EC-121’s with 
better cabin cooling.



to give extra aircraft to each wing wide it impossible to give any to the $Xibth. 

For this squadron and the six others authorized by USAF yet to be activated, 

ADC wanted a new aircraft that was better suited to the mission.

The last SC-121 was to be delivered in late 1?>6. ADC wanted a much more

advanced aircraft for the future. The proposed requirement for this aircraft
70

called for a 20 to 2k hour endurance in all conditions of weather. Other re

quirements included the ability to perfona its mission at 25,000 feet, space 

for a double crew, and greater noise and vibration suppression. Equipment re

quirements included identification capability, automatic navigation, passive 

detection capability, semi-automatic ground environment system capability and

greatly improved radar. Of great promise in the radar field, was on ultra high
71

frequency type that was being tested. By using this radar and turbo-prop engines,
72

the AEWSdC aircraft could be flown at higher altitudes



Chapter Four

PICKET SHIPS FOR RIR DEFENSE

Picket Ship Policy

The first high level policy on Wavy participation in air defense 

made at the Key West Conference Ln 19^3 (see Chapter One). The Navy agreed 

to help repel an air attack with what forces it could provide in accordance 

with doctrines and procedures established by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

The Chief of Naval Operations then issued a statement of interim policy 
1 

to serve until the JCS as a group issued instructions.

The first formal request for picket ships was made by air defense offi

cials to USAF early in 1950. Soon after, a need for ten stations - six off 

the east coast, four off the west const - was established with USAF. The 

Navy fe?t that it did not have the resources to provide the ships needed 

continuously. The best it could do was -o jr^vide fcr a meager allocation 

in an emergency. Cn 22 December 195'0, the CNC directed that two ships be al

ways available on 2h hours notice off the east coast.

This remained the arrangement until the fall of 1/52. However, addi

tional ships took part in exercises and other Joint training.

In September 1952, Admiral William Fcchteler, the CNO, issued a new 

statement of policy on air defense. His statement reaffirmed the policy 

of aiding the Air Force to defend against air attack by providing fcr tem

porary employment of units of the operating forces in port or temporarily 
2 

ashore .and units of the Reserve Fleets and other naval facilities. But

____51.,.,,
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Aimlral Fechteler dis • ingulshed between these forces that would be temporarily 

employed tn an emergency and picket ship forces that rd tit be provided fcr con

tinuous support even in peacetime*  The Latter he dealt with in a separate 

statement*

In his first statement on forces other than picket ships, he reiterated 

the view of his predecessor that the /Alantic and Pacific Fleet Corm*  aiders 

were responsible for air defense against attack ccming throng their areas 

’•to be undertaken outside the arei of responsibility of the air defense agencies 
3

but in concert with those agencies.” Unlike his predecessor, however, Admiral 

Fechteler said he considered Air Force responsibility to extend to the seaward 

limits of its shore-based radar. T3ie previous policy statement had. said to the 

limits of the fighter aircraft control system.

ADC objected to Admiral Fechteler's proposed limitation. Picket ships 

and AEW&C aircraft would greatly extend the area in which interceptors could 
U

be controlled. Therefore, IOC felt, the limit should not be that reached by 

the ohore-based radar, but that reached by the operational limits of the weapons 

employed. As will be seen later, this controversy was settled by the estab

lishment of a contiguous area off the nation's shores, in which the Continental 

Air Defense Command had operational control and responsibility, and cn early 

warning zone. For the sea part of the early warning zone, the Ccmanders of 

the Atlantic and pacific Fleets became responsible.

To return to the situation in 1952, the OHO said in his statement on 

picket ships that the Air Force Chief of Staff had given him a list of sta- 
5

tlcns tc be covered. Admiral Fechteler srid that to cover these would take 

more ships than foreseen and would necessitate a raising of Kavy force levels,

tut he wished to support the Air Force ns fully as possible



/tdnlral F*chteler  snw n way rf killinc *. w~ birds wl<h on*  stone. The 

two fleet cocmnders were responsible for air defense in their areas and needed 
i 

ships. The Air Defense Cooo&nd needed ships. Why not combine the requirements 

in one force? He proposed creating two additional comnnds, one in the Atlantic 

and one in the Pacific, to perform ’’continuous picket functions in support of 
6 

all military comanders whose primry mission require surveillance...."

As it turned out, separate picket force c errands serving all agencies were 

not established, at least not at this writing. Instead, ships were provided or 

were to be provided for both the air defense ccmbai zone and the early warning 

barrier.

In keeping with his policy, Admiral Fechteler provided for a picket ship 

on full-time duty to develop techniques and procedures. He directed in September 

1952 that one picket ship station be manned continuously and one intermittently
7 8

off the east coast. On the 23rd of this month, one ship vent on full time.

i . •:
Operations and Training

With the placing of one ship on full-time duty, training and work on pro

cedures began on a continuous basis. Actually, however, intermittent opera

tions for this purpose had started earlier. Ticket ships, as hrs been mentioned, 

had taken part in local Joint training and Large-scale exercises for some time. 

Operation of ships specifically assigned for this purpose did not begin, however, 

until mid-1952. This dates from shortly after activation by the Havy of Escort 
9

Squadron 16 in March. Two destroyer escorts, fitted with additional radar and 

communications equipment, were assigned at this time — USS Harveson and USS 

Joyce. Four others were added by November — USS Strickland, USS Kirkpatrick,



U33 Fessenden, ar.1 UCG Citerstel*er.  Escort Squadron 16 bef>an operations with 

EADF in June 1952. One ship was ordered to a station for periods of two to six 

days to test voice corwunications with AC&W squadrons.

Beginning in September, manning of one station started on a continuous 

basis. The ships of the escort squadron took turns at this duty, manning one 

of the six stations established off the east coast. A second ship was kept on 

standby duty. Also, at this time, EADF was sending Comander Destroyers Atlantic 

Fleet its publications so that his other destroyers could take part in air der 
10 

fense if necessary. COMDESLANT had over 100 destroyers possessing an air de

fense capability, though to a lesser extent that the modified DER’s.

The years 1952 and 1953 were spent in testing and In training. From June 

1952 to May 1953, in fact, the mission assigned to the picket ships was comnuni- 
11 

cations testing, primarily. After this date, it became air defense.

The greatest problem was finding a suitable coraunications method. Origi

nally, it was decided at JC3 level that the Navy would supply the ship-to-shore 
10 ■ 

connuni cat ions. The Navy thought that its regular ship-to-shore system could
13 

handle the coranunications. The Navy’s plan was for the ships to report to a 

Na;j shore radio station. This station was then to send filtered data to an 

AC&W station by landline. But air defense officials felt that direct ship to 

AC&W station communications would be better. The Air Force asked the Navy to 

assign two day and two night frequencies for each of the six picket stations, 
1U

or a total of 2U. The CNO replied that he thought the regular naval communi- 
15 

cations system would do the Job and refused the frequencies. Because of the 

CNO’s views, ADC directed its defense forces to test the Navy system.

It became apparent almost immediately that the Navy’s original scheme 



was unsatisfactory. It tor c too much Urv-. fj\ i\vrrrxr,e of 20 minutes was 

needed to transmit oata from the ships to the AC&W station through the Navy 
16 

station.

There followed an extensive series cf tests with nearly everything being 

tried including CW, radio-tele type, and voice, with various methods of link

ing the ship and the AC&W station. To aid in the tests, the Navy set up a 

radio station at a Sea-Air Rescue station near Newport, Rhode Island, called 
17 

Beavertail. During the tests it served as a relay and monitoring station.

The final method decided upon, as the most mold means, was high frequency 
18

voice reporting from the ship directly to the AC&W station. A monitor was 

found desirable and so Beavertail was retained.
19

The radio plan as eventually worked out was as follows. On the East 

Coast, five ground radio stations were established (the same five that were 

to handle AEW&C corrrrunications): P-13 Brunswick NAS, Maine; P-10, North Timro, 

Massachusetts; P-U5, Montauk Point, New York; P-5*b  Palermo, New Jersey; and P-56 

Cape Charles, Virginia. Each of these stations was to have one picket ship re

porting to it. The reason for only five stations was that early in 1951*,  ADC 

reduced Its requirements by one station off the east coast. Besides having 

one of these stations assigned as a primry reporting point, each ship was 

assigned one of the other stations as a secondary reporting point in case of 

failure of the first station.

A slightly different system was to be set up for west const pickets. Only 

three communications stations were established: Me Chord AFB, Washington; Hamil

ton APB, California; and Norton AFB, California.
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Indoctrination and procedures

In mid-1953, a continuous program for exchange of personnel for indoctri

nation was started. However, some exchange had taken place earlier. In 1952, 

for example, UO officers and men from picket ships visited various AC&W sites, 
20

with some of them actually standing duty. During 1952, ten Air Fbrce AC&W per

sonnel visited picket ships.

The first training of any consequence In controlling Air Force inter- 
21

ceptors by ships of Escort Squadron 16 began in February 1953. During this 

year, 29 intercepts were conducted by picket ships. In January 195U, in-port 

interceptor control training was started to supplement on-statlon training.

As early as 1951, EADF had Issued operating procedures for picket ships 

in air defense. An EADF SOP published in 1952 described the picket ship patrol 

area as a circle 50 nautical miles in diameter with the center located at the 
22

ship’s control point. Ihe ship was not to be more than 25 miles from this 

control point.



Chapter Five
THE tOHTIGUOUS 5V5TER1

PRO THE ERRIV UIRRmnC TORE
Navy Responsibility Established

The most important landmark in the history of picket ships in air 

defense was reached at the end of lyjj. At that time, Admiral Fechteler's 

successor, Admiral Robert B. Carney, signed an agreement with General 

Nathan F. TVining (who succeeded the late General Vandenberg) that pled

ged everything that air defense officials had been seeking for so long. 

By its terms, the Navy would provide ships and lighter-than-alr aircraft 

to extend ADC’s shore-based radar coverage seaward contiguously off both 
1 

coasts. The forces in this contiguous system were to be directed by 

ADC. The Navy was also to provide forces for extending *he  early warn

ing system seaward. The forces for these early warn!nr, ”sea flanks” were 

to be under the fleet comnnders. But they were to coordinate their plans 

with ADC.

These responsibilities were firmly established in the fall of 195^ 

with the creation of the Joint, tri-servlce command for air defense — 

the Continental Air Defense Connand. As noted earlier, the JCS set up 

this command on 1 September 1'95^*

The JCS ruled on both the contiguous system and the early warning 
2 

system. For the former, they set up a Navy force — "naval forces of the 

cont li^uous radar coverage system" -- and allocated it to CONAD along with 

the Air Defense Command and the Army Antiaircraft Crrmand. The headquarters

57



cf the r.’avy forces was set up nt CONAD Heniquarters in Colorado Springs. The 

first ccnxoander of the Naval Forces Continental Air Defense Ccmnnnd was Hear 

Admiral Albert K. Morehouse. Additionally, naval cc-.tronents were established 

at defense force and air division level.

The JCS provided that CONAD*s  chief was to have operational control over 

all forces assigned or other wise made available. This, of course, included 

the Navy forces of the contiguous system.

In regard to the seaward extension of the early warning system, the JCS 

provided that the forces and operations of the sea flanks were to be under the 

Commanders in Chief Atlantic and Pacific Fleets. However, they directed these 

commanders to support CONAD in accordance with JCS approved plans and with 

mutual agreements so as to Insure that the sea flanks would meet the needs of 

CONAD. Also, one of CONAD’s responsibilities was to plan.Xor early warning 

systems and procedures in coordination with appropriate United States and 

Allied cormanders.

Admiral Carney directed that the Navy forces to be assigned Initially 

to the operational control of CONAD were to be the ships of the contiguous
3 

radar coverage system while on station. Tn improve the efficiency and readi

ness of naval forces in the two systems, he told his Pacific and Atlantic Fleet 

Conmnders to develop and test new tactics and equipment, to hold exercises, 

and to make forces available for these functions. Among the subjects to be 

explored, which included improved identification and coninunIcations, was the 

possibility of employing a carrier force in conjunction with the early warning 

system for identification, tracking, and interception at sea in an emergency. 

He noted that in general the duties of individual units participating in 

either the contiguous or early warning systems were the same. Training in
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either would be beneficial to the other.

The Combat Zone Picket Ship Program

The plan Issued in June 1955 set forth COIlAD’s requirements for the forces 

providing the seaward extension of what it called the air defense combat zone, 

the area "encompassed by a line representing the maximum limit of contiguous 
5 

radar cover around the United States and certain parts of Canada and Mexico."

This was the two-stage plan discussed before. In the first stage, COHAD 

wanted to build up to five picket ship stations off each coast. In the second, 

COTTAD wanted to add two stations to the west coast which had a long area ex

posed to Russian bases and where there would be no Texas Towers. The two 

additional stations would make it possible to give coverage from off Vancouver 

Island, British Columbia, clear down to Baja California. This made a total 

of 12 stations, or two more than initially required (see Chapter One). But 
6 

the Navy had already planned for 12 stations by this time.

The CONAD plan for deployment of picket ship stations (five east coast, 

seven west coast) not only differed In total numbers from the original, but 

also in numbers for the east coast. Initially, six stations had been planned 

for the east and four for the west. Early in 195^> ADC decided to reduce the 
7 

eastern stations to five. When EADF planners heard of this, they expressed 
8 

surprise and confusion. In another letter, they listed some twenty references 
9

dating back to October 1950 calling for six stations. ADC replied that five 

stations met the need when considered along with planned AEW&C stations and 
10 

Texas Towers.

--------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------———.—_
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7\ssLament of Ships to the Combat Zone

The Havy had used destroyers early in the postwar period for air defense 

picket duty and Later had used destroyer escorts. While both were excellent as 

pickets, they were designed for fleet duty and were expensive to operate in con

tinental air defense. Their optimum speed was greater than that needed for off

shore patrol. They carried weaj>ons and some personnel that were not needed. A 

ship with less powerful engines that would use less fuel and without the extra 

equipment and men required for fleet duty was more practical.

The Navy chose the old Liberty-type transport of World War II fame. It 

began taking some of these transports from mothballs and converting them into 

pickets (see drawing on next page). In their new role, they were termed YAlB’s 

(meaning miscellaneous auxilliary ocean radar station ship) and renamed to 

match their role of watching the skies for enemy pLanes. The first of them, 

USS Guardian, was commissioned in February 1955.

The Navy planned to man all stations in the contiguous or combat zone 

with YAGR’s. For the early warning sea flanks, however, it planned to use 

destroyer escorts (DER’s). The latter were also to be used in the contiguous 

system until their places could be taken by YAGR’s.

In August 195Jb Admiral Carney directed that a second station be manned 
11 --- 12

full-time. This was done on the seventh of the following month. Early in 

19559 a third station was added and by July, five East Coast stations were 
* 

manned.

* According to COMMAVFOREASTCONAD Operations Plan No. 1-55, 1 May 1955, 
the five east coast stations were located ns follows: (1) U2”U7’N, 68”23’W; 
(2) U1”OO’N, 68"OO’W; (3) MT’OO’N, 70”00’W; (h) 30”56’M, 72"O5’W; (5) 
37”H1’N, 73”OO’W.
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DER’s were used exclusively until June. On the 23rd, the first YAGR, USS 
13

Guardian (YA® 1), went on station number Two. Three other YAGR’s went into 

service in July. Two more DER’s were added to east coas ^operations by year’s 

end.

In addition to the four YAGR’s, the Navy was using six DER’s off the 

eastern seaboard. The ratio of ships to stations was roughly three DER’s per 

station and four YAGR’s for three stations. The reason for the smaller number 

of YAGR’s was that they could stay on station from 30 to 32 days; the DER’s 

for only about two weeks. In July, east coast stations One and Five were manned 

constantly by DER’s; stations Two and Four by YAGR’s. Station Three was manned 

primarily by YAGR’s with DER’s filling in.

The first west coast station wns manned on 3^ July by USS Haverfield 

(DER 393). Three more D’IVs were put on west coast duty by the end of the 

year. Training and testing began late in the year on the second station which 

was scheduled for full-time warning on 1 January 1956.

The Navy schedule called for manning five west coast stations by July 
1U

1956. Four YAGR’s and six DER’s were to be on duty at this time in the Pacific. 

The five eastern stations were to be manned entirely by YAGR’s by July 1957; 

five western stations a year later. This schedule phased in a sixth western 

station in July 1957 • No schedule for the seventh station had been established 

at this writing.

Operations

The Commander Naval Forces Eastern GONAD issued an operations plan in

* This wns the eastern component nt defense force level of the Naval 
Forces Continental Air Defense Command.
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Kiy 1955 covering picket ship operatlnr procedure, stations and manning priority, 
15

and corrnmicatlons. He directed that control of picket ship active air defense 

functions while on station was to be by the joint air division conrnnder in whose 

sector the ship was operating. When not on station, control of DER's was to be 

in the hands of Comnnder Destroyer Force, Atlantic Fleet; of YAGR’s, Comander 

Eastern Cea Frontier.

CCWAVEASTCONAD directed that ships patrol within a circle 25 nautical 

miles in radius from the control point of the station. Ships were considered 

off station when more than 25 nautical miles from the control point, or unable 

to perform their mission.

Thio procedure was altered in November by CONAD. It ordered picket ships 

to maintain patrol along the axis of the barrier to n distance of UO miles on 
16

each side of the ship’s station. The purpose was to increase the probability 

of defecting low level attacks. Movements of the ships were to be synchronized 

so as to keep a constant distance between each ship. This shifting patrol was 

to be varied in speed and time at the discretion of the defense force comanders 

in order to eliminate the possibility of an eneny forecasting the future posi

tion of any picket ship.

This change in operational procedure accompanied an-order by CON AD to move 

picket ship stations on both coasts about 200 nautical miles out to sea from
17

their current and planned positions. This move was to be made by 1 December 

1955*  The reason for the move was to gain greater warning time for readying 

the defenses. The new positions were tested in Exercise CRACKERJACK, held tn 

December, to find the best future locations of the ships.

Two reports of picket ship operations give some indication of their per-
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forwuice rind the extent of normal operations. The first report covering opera

tions from Decenbcr 195^ through March 1955 shoved that the DER’s made a total 
18

of 131 training intercepts and 15 active intercepts. The average detection

range of the ships was 90 miles, with a maxirr-R range of 157 miles. The average 

error in picket ship plots was 5*̂  miles. Voice comun lea tions with /DDC’s was 

77 per cent effective on the .average.

The second report was by the commander of USS Skywatcher (YAGR 3) his 

operations in July 1955 who reported attempting seven training intercepts and 

completing five. He said his SRa radar "proved to be a reliable air search 
19

radar with some surprising results." Aircraft were picked up below 20,000

feet at an average range of 125 miles and above this altitude at 188 miles.

The maximum UHF communications range with interceptors was 90 miles.

As with the AEW&C force, picket ship operation was hampered by not having 

enough suitable frequencies. Because high frequencies were so difficult to 

get, ADC decided to try to get along with a smaller number. To a request by
20

WADF in September for more frequencies, ADC replied:

In view of the extremely congested high frequency spectrum 
and the remote possibility of obtaining clear channels, it is 
necessary that we take a realistic approach to obtain ship-to- 
shore communications based on current equipment and its limits 
tions.

ADC felt that the immediate need was for one reliable circuit from ship to 

shore and directed its field forces to work toward this end. Efforts were 

then to be put on the use of other techniques such as rad io-teletype so as 

to lower the number of frequencies needed and yet meet the ultimate conrruni- 
21

cations requirement.



Seaward Extension of the Early Warning Lincs

As early as I9U8, air defense planners had seen a need for an early warn

ing line of radars across northern Canada and extending out to sea with ships 

or planes (see Chapter One). This early plan called for a sea flank running 

from Alaska to Hawaii on the western side and from Greenland to Newfoundland

and down to Puerto Rico on the eastern side.

Other proposals followed and the idea was discussed at various levels, but 

it was not until late in 1953 that high level agreement was reached. In October 

of that year, a Joint Canada-United States Military Groun recommended install- 
22 

ing a line of radars generally along the 55th parallel in Canada.

The following year, location studies were made. While the land portion 

of this line, which was first termed the Southern-Canada and later the Mid

Canada line, was to be generally in the hands of Canada, sea flanks were to be 

managed by the United States. The American int Chiefs of Staff approved es

tablishment of sea lines from Hawaii to Kodiak Island, Alaska, on the Pacific 
23 

side and from Newfoundland to the Azores on the Atlantic side. The Mid-Canada 

line was to be operating by about 195’7*

In the meantime, consideration was given to construction of a second line 
2h

much further north at about the 69th parallel. The reason for this second line 

which became known as the Distant Early Warning (DEW) Line, was that the Mid

Canada line would not give enough warning time. The Military Study Group men

tioned above expressed this view on the need for a line in the far northern 
25 

regions:

A review of intelligence reveals that by the time a /Distant Early 
Warning line/ could be installed, the U3SR could have available numbers 
of alrcraft~of such advanced performance that n line as far north as



practicable is essential to provide the required aiming time.

In other words, warning of an attack by faster bombers being built by

Russia had to be sent from a line across the top of the North American conti

nent if the defenses were to be readied in time. A minimum of two hours was

• needed. A Joint Air Force-RCAF group reporting Inter in 195U said that Soviet 

aircraft development made the need urgent: "a requirement for distant early 

warning exists now and by 1957 an adequate distant early warning system will 
26

be a vital necessity.”

Ibis did not mean abandonment of the Mid-Canada line. It was to be kept

to provide defense in depth. The Military Study Group said that it was ’’essential 

for providing the minimum amount of warning necessary for, and adaptable to,
27

active air defense.”

By late 1951*,  both the USAF and the RCAF had decided to cut out the Alaskan 
28

link to the Mid-Canada line. Rather, the Finetree radar chain coming up from 

Solberg, Vancouver Island, was to be connected to it at Dawson Creek, British 

Columbia. 'Die iid-Canada line was then to run from Dawson Creek to Hopedale, 
■

Labrador, where it was to connect with the NEAC radar system running down to

• Cape Race, Newfoundland.

The National Security Council recomended to President Eisenhower in
29 

February 195U that a distant early warning system be built as soon as feasible.
*

-*  He approved the recommendation. The following month the Secretary of Defense 

directed the services to implement the elements each was responsible for. This 

was followed by the study quoted above by the Canada-United States Military Study 

Group. They recommended the establishment of such a line and for other groups 

to be convened to choose the locations and equipment. A Locations Study Group



was then appointed.

Before the latter group made its first report, the American and Canadian 

air defense ccrrands finished studies of line locations. In a Joint report, 

which favored keeping the DEW line on this continent rather than extension to 
30 

Europe, they proposed the line as follows:

(a) From Hawaii by sea to Kodiak (there to be Integrated with 
the Alasknn radar system).

(b) lb Herschel Island thence to Fadloping Island in the Davis 
Strait.

(c) Across the Davis Strait to Greenland, then south to Cape 
Burevell.

(d) From Cape Fhrewell by seawing to the Azores.
31

Ihe Locations Study Group issued its first rej>ort in November 195^ •

They also recormended that the Hawaii to Kodiak sea line, originally planned 

for the Mid-Canada line, serve as the pacific extension for the DEW line.

They proposed using the Alaskan coastal radars from Kodiak and running the 

line over to Cape Dyer and across the Davis Strait to Holsteinborg, Greenland, 

but made no suggestion for the area beyond. But .among the proposals being 

studied by this group was one put forth by the Navy for extending the sea line 
32 

from Greenland to England via Iceland and the Fhroes.

COHAD’s chief, General Chldlaw, objected at once to consideration of an 

eastern extension to England. He said that a line to England was not accep

table for continental air defense purposes and could not be Justified. There- 
33

fore, continued study of it was "an unnecessary waste of tine.” General Chidlaw 

reiterated COTlAD’s previous proposals and the Joint CONAD-RCAF proposal for ex

tension of the line to the Azores. This line was flexible ruid was less suscep

tible to false crossing for "spoofing" purposes. An in ter-hemispheric line was 

not feasible or practicable, he declared. "This statement is predicated on the 
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unreliability of exist inf. corrruni cat ions, intelligence complications, and the 

inability to regulate and control world wide air traffic, thereby, permitting 

an intolerable number of unidentified aircraft line crossings and spoofing raids 
31* 

by the enemy.”

By the end of l?5}b approval had been obtained from the Canadian Govera- 
35 

me nt to construct the land portion of the DEW line. A contract was signed be

tween the Air Research and Development Comand and the Western Electric Company 

for the desipi, construction and installation. A target date of 1 July 1957 

was set for its completion.

In January 1955, the JCS approved the portions of the line on which there 

was general agreement: Hawaii to Kodiak Island by sea, then by Land to Cape 

Dyer. Nothing was approved beyond Cape Dyer, including the Atlantic sea flank.

In June 1955> CONAD*s  Deputy Commander, Major General Frederic H. Smith, 

Jr., presented CONAD’s case to the JCS for the Greenland-Azores line and its 

reasons for opposing the Navy-proposed Greenland-England line. Hie line to 

England, he said, would be approximately 1,230 miles from the nearest Soviet 

base on the Kola Peninsula and about six hours flying time to the United States 
37 

east coast. If the Russian Long Pange Air Force operated across this line, it 

would be operating in territory closer to its home than to the United States. 

COHAD felt that this line would be too easy to spoof. Its commander would be 

put in the position of not knowing what to do if the line was crossed, for 

crossing it would not necessarily mean that an attack was coning. "The United 

States would have difficulty in molding world opinion to the extent that any 
38 

crossing of this line would be considered a direct threat to the United States.”

The Azores line would be closer and would not have these disadvantages 



to the same extent, General Smith continued. It would be about 2,l?0 miles 

from the nearest Soviet base and about four and one-half hours flying time. 

This line would be close enough to Justify action by CONAD if crossed in large 

numbers. He conceded that this line could also be spoofed, but he felt that 

the United States would be on firmer ground in challenging Russia’s right to 

cross it.

Better identification of transoceanic traffic was another factor listed 

in favor of the Azores line. A warning line, General Smith explained, should 

be so situated that flights would penetrate it as close to a right angle as 

possible to permit Identification. The Azores line would allow this. But 

the England line would run Just about parallel to routes followed by normal 

traffic• ---

Another point was flexibility. Initially, a line could be run from 

Newfoundland to the Azores as planned originally for the Mid-Canada line. 

Then in a later period, it could be swung up to southern Greenland. Or, it 

could be moved shoreward to add to th**  contiguous system if needed.

* General Partridge moved from comnand of the Fir Eist Air Forces to that
of CCN/XD in July at General Chidlaw’s retirement.

Meanwhile, Admiral Carney proposed that a Joint Navy-Air Force group
39 

study possible relocation of the already approved pacific sea extension.

His proposal was to use land-based radars along the Aleutians and then to go 

by water to Midway. USAF agreed to the study to ge*  information for future 

consideration of any relocation. But it emphasized that nothing should be 
UO 

done that would stop the current pacific program.
♦

Tn answer, the new CONAD connander, General Earle E. partridge expressed



ui 
surprise a? the fact that this matter had been given to a croup in Washington.

Hie JUS had named his headquarters as an important planning agency for early

warning systems. He suggested that It would be more appropriate for the JUS to 

nsk his views on any relocation. US IF replied that it would, try to get the study 

responsibility moved to COHAD.

However, USAF advised in September 1955 that it had stopped trying to 

transfer the study responsibility because of "current budgetary considerations” 
^2

ani that the study would be made there. COT AD s answer was to reiterate its 
*»3

previous stand:

COTAD desires that the Pacific extension of the DSW line rennin 
as presently directed by the JUS. Location of the line here provides 
information most responsive to Continental air defense requirements. 
Request Headquarters USAF support this position to the utmost in the 
conference with the VSH.

At the end of the year, COTAD learned that the location of the line was

to be changed. The JUS reversed their previous decision for the western sea

flank to run from Hawaii to Kodiak and approved the location of it between 
Uh

Midway ano Adak in the Aleutians.
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Origin Of The Idea And Approval By USAF

Up to this point, this study has treated the use of radar-equipped 

ships and planes for extending the warning net off shore. It has been 

shown that the employment of both in continental air defense had been 

thought of and even planned for ns early ns 19^7 • A relative latecomer 

to the planning for off-shore warning was the idea of using stationary 

platforms for radar.

In the summer of 1952, scientists at the Lincoln Laboratories of the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology studied means of putting radar off- 
1 

shore. They concluded that a means was offered by the shoals lying off 

the northeast coast. On these shoals, they believed, platforms similar 

to those used by oil companies for off shore well drilling could be built 

to hold heavy radar. These proposed platforms were dubbed ’’Texas Tbwers."

There were five strategically located shoals in the North Atlantic on 

which Texas Towers could be built. Their names and approximate locations 
♦ 

were: Brown’s Bank, 75 miles south of Nova Scotia; Cashes Ledge, 100 miles

♦ The locations proposed by Lincoln, which with slight variations be
came the selected sites, were as follows:

Nantucket Shoal I*9 ”h5 »N 69”19,w
Georges Shoal ni’hU’N 67'^7'v
Cashes Ledge 63"57'w
Bi own’s Bank U2"!«7'W 65"37’W
Unn.amed Shoal 39'^8'N 72''U0'W

71



C'ujt of N'w Harr, shire; G<*org<*o  Sh» al , 1^0 miles east of Cape Cod; Nantucket 

Shoal, lOu miles southeast of Rhode Island; and nn unnamed shoal BO milea 

southeast of New York. At Cashes Ledge, Georges Shoal, and Nantucket Shoal, 

the water was seme 50 to 60 feet deep. But at Brown’s Bank and at the unnamed 

shoal the water was considerably deeper, over 100 feet.

* For information on the semi-automatic system, termed SAGE (Semi-Automatic 
Ground Environment), see the ADC, Operational Flan, Semi-/.ut^m tic Ground Environ 
ment System for Air Defense, 7 March 1955 (Doc Kist. CON AD/ADC, Jan-Jun 1955

ADC liked the Iden and recoiw*nded  it tn USAF In September of that year. 

Lincoln’s suggestion, ADC said, ”ha« considerable merit and proposes to be an 

economical partial solution towards meeting picket vessel requirements of this 
2

Comand." ADC did not menn that picket ships could be eliminated from their 

requirements, but rather that a smaller number of ships mipfat be needed and 

overall coverage could be Increased. ADC rreonnended ’’that these off-shore 

s’atLons be considered along with picket vessels as a means of fulfilling the 
3 

urgent. requirement for seaward extension of radar coverage....”

The following month, Air Force Headquarters said tl at it would consider 

the possibility of using towers and ships in combination and in March 1953
U 

asked ZJX.*  whit It winted at the towers In order to develop a requirement.

ADC told Washington that its concept, was to auVmtlze and remote all opera- 
5 

tions so far as possible to keep ;>ersonnel requirements to a minimum.

Hie estimated personnel requirements for two time periods were presented. 

Hie first wns for the remainder of the period of the manual system, the second 

for the period when the air defense system bec<une coni-automatic. For the

manual period, ADC said that somewhere around 27 non would be needed on each
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tower. Vtth th'*  r^mi-nu’ mttc sy?t*m  only nrc-ind 17 would be needed, with the 

requirement f<>r scope operators deleted, ADC did not plan to put controllers on 

the towers in either time period. Uie command thought it possible to send all 

data to a parent radar station or, in the later period, to a computer center, 

where all interceptions could be controlled. Ibis was considered to be a much 

more economical method.

As for radnr, ADC wanted the AN/fTS-3 search set and a good helfjit finder, 

such as the AN/FTS-6. For communications to shore, ADC recomended submarine 

cable; for air operations, UHF, with hi^i frequency equipment for back-up.
I

ADC submitted a more complete and firn list of equipment in late oicwr 

of 1953. The ccmnnd asked for one AN/fTS-3 two AN/FPS-6’s on arctic towers 
6 

and with radomes. To remote the data to shore, ADC requested the Slowed Down 

Video Th*ansmlssi0n  System. Among other items listed were two AN/GRD-32 IHCF 

transceivers and an AN/ArR-9 Passive Detection set.
7

In November 1953 USAF drew up a planning guile for Ibxas Towers. It 

presented a number of interesting facts for consideration of the USAF staff 

agencies: (1) 'Die National Security Council had stated in September that con

tiguous radar coverage seaward should be effected as soon as possible; (2) The 

Air Force air installations officer had said that the Texas Tower type of construe 

tion was feasible; (3) Hie Judge Advocate General had ruled that the construction 

of Texas Towers on the high seas adjacent to the territorial waters of the Uhited 

States was not a violation of international law; and (U) Each Texas Tower with 

all equipment including submarine cable would cost about 000,000.

USAF notified KX in January 195^ that it approved five Texas Towers and 

that they had been included in the FT 195^-55 budget program. The Navy’s Bureau



of Yards and Docks was tn supervise the construction. USAF named the Air Force 

Installations Representative, New England Division, Corps of Engineers as the

Air Force agency to monitor the project. Technical radar plans and engineer 

assistance were to be furnished by the Rome Air Force Depot.

In March 195^ > USAF authorized the Bureau of Yards and Docks to prepare 
9

the contract plans and specifications. At this time, USAF assign^ project 

numbers to the towers. They were: TT-1 (for Texas Tower-1), Cashes Ledge; 

IT-2, Georges Shoal; TP-3, Nantucket Shoal; TT-U, Unnamed Shoal; and TT-5, 

Brown’s Bank.

The Navy contracted with a Joint venture of the De Long Corporation and 

the Raymond Concrete Pile Company in July 1951* to make core drillings. Site 

surveys were made in the summer by two engineering firms with the assistance 

of these two companies and other agencies. Their feasibility report dated 
10

October I95U became the site survey report. In December, the Navy gave a
11 

contract to the Bethlehem Steel Company to baild the first tower. For this 

tower, ADC chose the Georges Shoal site, which was on one of the more shallow 

locations and situated off the area where the first semi-automatic system was 

to go into operation. This tower had been given the project number Texas Tower 

Two. The Raymond and De Long Companies were given a contract to tow the tower 

to the site and to erect it.

The locution of Toxas Tower Two was described by Mr. George F. Ib.it,

Vice President of the De Long Corporation and Texas Tower project manager, 
12 

as follows:

The site is in the midst of the great shoal area known as 
Georges Bink. This shoal covers hundreds of square miles and con
sists of alternate shoals and deeps harassed by innumerable tide
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rips formed by the very strong conflicting currents. The entire 
area 1« a.olded by mirlnors and even coanerclnl fishermen g**nrr^lly  
pass it by. Georges Bank has only one attraction - at none points 
the water is shallow enough to permit the permanent emplacement of 
a radar platform....

Erecting The First Tbwer

September 1955 vas set as the beneficial occupancy date for tower Two 
13

.and Juno 19>6 no the date for the start of operations*  The tower war. built 

by Bethlehem Steel at its Quincy, Massachusetts, yard. While it was offi

cially launched on 20 May 1955, it was not actually floated until two weeks 

later because of trouble in launching. On 3 June, it was floated to another 

dock where temporary legs were installed and it was fitted for sea. It sailed 

for the site on 12 July, arriving two days later.

At the site, workmen of the Raymond and De Long Companies dropped tem- 
1U 

porary legs to the shoal 55 feet down in order to Jack the tower up. They 

raised it until the bottom of the hull was 63 feet above water, its permanent 

position. Then the three permanent caissons, which were ten feet in diameter 

and 185 feet in length, were sunk into the shoal to a depth of U8 feet. In

side each caisson they inserted a steel tube six feet in diameter running from 

the main deck down about IhO feet. This tube was to provide housing for utili

ties and connections for supply of fuel oil and fresh water. The space be

tween the inner tube and the outer was filled with concrete. The bottom tO-odd 

feet was filled entirely with concrete. An outer shell, 15 feet in diameter, 

was placed around the bottom 60 feet of each caisson and also filled with con

crete.

The hull was triangular in shape, about 200 feet on each side (see photo-



■’T^ph on next I*  *'**  f<*et  deep, divided In ?he center to rrk**  thr****

decks: the lover deck which wns the bottom of the structure; the second deck 

inside the min hull; and the main or top deck. On the min deck was placed 

a deckhouse cr radew*  deck. This ran the length of one of "the 200 foot sides 

and was 12 feet high and 60 feet wide.

The bottom deck wns for nt or ago tanks and pumps, The second deck was 

for living quarters, administrative offices, galley and ness hall, food storage 

heating and ventilating equipment, and power generating equipment, ihe main 

deck was kept clear of obstructions for use as a landing platform for heli

copters. In the center of the radome deck and raised about 28 feet was the 

AN/FPS-3 search radar’s antenna. Flanking this antenna at radome deck level 

were the two AJT/fPS-6 antennae. All radar operating equipment was housed in 

the space under the radome deck.

The hull and its equipment weighed about 6,500 tons. The reason for only 
15 

three legs was to keep resistance to wave forces to a minimum.

Beneficia.-. occupancy by the Air Force and ADC was mde on 2 December 

1955, three months later than originally scheduled mainly because of delays 

in launching. By this time, however, ADC saw that operation at the tower 

could begin sooner than expected. The equipment could be installed much 

earlier than thought at first. The Middletown Air Mitcriel Area advised 

that communications nnd electronic equipment would Ic installed and operating 
16 

by the end of January 1956. Tn July 1955, ADC moved the date up to 1 Feb- 
17 

ruary, four months earlier than scheduled
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tcnnl Procctluren, Manning, And Cupport

In the nt? an tine, ADC v*s  working on the <peratlonn) procedures, muming, 

and support for towers in general and for TT-2 in particular. ADC planned 

to use IT-2 as a test case for the other towers.

The Crrwnnd Issued Its first general operational plan for Texas Towers 
13

in mid-1951*• It reiterated its original concept that the search radar data 

should be sent to a parent shore station. All interceptors would con

trolled by this shore station. Height information, however, was to be de

termined by the tower operators and reported by voice to the parent station. 

ADC listed the parent stations for the towers as follows: P-10, north Truro, 

Massachusetts, for TT-2; P-13, Brunswick WAS, Maine (later changed to P-10), 

for TT-1; P-U5, Camp Hero, Hew York, for TT-3; P-9, Wavesink, New Jersey, for 

TT-U; and P-13, Brunswick NAS for TT-5-

ADC planned that comnuni cat ions to the shore station were to be by sub

marine cable and by tropospheric scatter radio. A high frequency radio voice 

channel planned also fur use in case of failure of the main communications 

sets. For ground-to-air consnunicatlons, ADC wanted a minimum of four UHF tacti

cal channels plus the UHF AICC and emergency channels. ADC wanted four multi

channel (an/GRC-27) for the tactical circuits and two single channel (an/GRT-3, 
AN/GRR-7) for the AICC and emergency circuits.

ADC found soon after issuing this plan that it could not get an adequate 

submarine cable *.n  time for operation from the first tower. In August 1951*,  

ADC told USAF that both the Air Materiel Command and the American Telephone 

and Telegraph Company had advised that a minimum of two years would be required 
19

to put in a dependable cable. ADC suggested the use of tropospheric scatter



as the primary coEnunications, nt least for initial operations nt the first 

tower. This suggestion, the coonruvl said, was to ’’insure that the Air Force 

is not forced into installation of an incorrectly designed sub-wine cable 
21 

facility under pressure of meeting an operational date....”

Because there was no other choice, tropospheric scatter radio became 

the primary means of cocwunicaticms to shore for the first tower• To meet 

the time deadline, however, the first equipment had to be connercial type 
22 

installed on a connercial contract. Later, this equipment was to be re

placed with military equipment. One high frequency voice circuit was also 

provided for emergency connunications. Installation of submarine cable was 

held up pending further study.

At the end of 1955 > It appeared that ADC would also be unable to realize 

its concept of reacting the search radar data to shore prior to operation of 

the semi-automatic or SAGE air defense system. When the SAGS computer (ATT/ 

FSQ-7) came into operation, tower search radar data could be sent to shore by 

means of the Lincoln Fine Grain Data System, AN/FoT-2. But ADC wanted to 

transmit the data prior to tliat time, right from the beginning of tower opera 

tions. ADC thought that Slowed Down Video equipment could be used for this 

and so stated in its plan of July 195^*  However, in tests held before this 

device was installed, it proved unsatisfactory because it gave multiple re- 
23 

turns on single aircraft and had considerable azimuth inaccuracies.

Realizing that it might not be able to transmit the data, ADC made pro

vision for controlling from the first tower. Four control positions were in- 
2U —

stalled on the tower. Later, ADC planned to install the An/GPA-37 on the

tower if no means for sending the data back to shore had been found. ADC 



wanted this equipment nt the tower (rr possibly towers), as at its other radar 

stations, to increase their capability. Ihe AH/GPA-37, termed the Radar Course 

Directing Group, would perform routine calculations and provide a memory and 

display, thus enabling 3 director to handle a larger number of interceptions. 

Ulis equipment was scheduled for delivery beginning in mid-1956.

But ADC still wanted to remote the tower search radar data. ADC ex

plained to the Rome Air Development Center that, "In an effort to reduce the 

number of operational personnel on the Texas Tbwer, this head quarters desires
25

to remote all control functions to the shore direction center.” And to ARDC, 

it said, ’’Satisfactory equipment for reacting the radar video from the Texas 

Towers... would increase the ground control effectiveness. This would in turn 

increase, proportionately, the effectiveness of the manned and unmanned inter
26

ceptors."

In January 1955, the Connnand sent a requirement to ARDC for remoting equip- 
27

ment to take the place of slowed down video. ARDC replied that it had been 

given no reqiirement previously for video transmitting to shore-based manual 
23

centers and that no effort had been made to develop such equipment. ARDC said 

that it understood that the AN/GPA-37 was to be operated manually at the towers 

until the SAGE AN/FSO-7 center was in operation. Then, the tower data could be 

sent by the Fine Grain Data System, AIl/FST-2. ARDC advised that it was un

likely that equipment for remoting to the manual system could be developed ’’even 

on a crash basis in sufficiently short time to provide ^-material time advantage
29

over the programmed date of the AN/FST-2 - AN/FSO-7 •**  This fine grain data
30

system was scheduled for 1957-

ADC pursued the matter further. It learned from the Rome Air Development

. . ■" —- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -



Center that a system known as RAFAX (Transmitter Coordinate Group CA-652/GFA-29) 
21 

night do the Job and was in production. USAF opposed this, however, recommending 

that controlling be done from the tower until the fine grain data system was in- 
32 

stalled:

To provide reacting equipment prior to the installation cf FGD for 
SAGE will necessitate the re-engineering of a video transmission system 
such as RAFAX and installing it as an interim system. The developmental 
effort and re-engineering required will be expensive in both money and 
manpower.

The time period involved.••in relation to the SAGE implementation 
does not Justify the engineering and installation of interim point-to- 
point data transmission equipment.

By April 1955 > ADC had changed its plans and decided to control from the 

tower in the initial stage of operation. An operational plan issued in this 

month stated that in the first stage the tower was to operate manually as a 
33 

direction center. Rndar data wns to be sent- to the parent direction center 

where identification wns to be performed and tactical action initiated. Scramble 

orders were to be issued by the parent center (in the case of the first tower 

this was the 7^2d \C&W Squadron at Forth Trur^) and aircraft directed to the 

tower area where control might be passed to the tower directors.

Beyond this, ADC planned an intermediary stage prior to going into SAGE 

operation. In this second stage, the search radar video ani air-to-ground com

munications would be remoted to the parent center from tower two - if a means 

became available. At the end of 1955, nothing for this purpose had been developed. 

When the SAGE center came into operation, th**  search radar data was to be auto

matically fed into the AN/FSQ-7 computer nt the shore station.

Hie manning for one crew on the tower wns set at hl by ADC in its plan 
3^

for mid-195U. ADC changed this figure to U6 early in 1955- The greatest 

change resulted from the necessity to control from the tower. Three controllers
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* The tower could accommodate 7’5 people.

... ~^-rr-----------------------------------IP--------- --

and two radar maintenance jer&onnel were aided to the proposed winning. Some 

other changes were also made such as the addition of a utilities supervisor 

and n winch operator and the deletion of electronic countermeasures personnel. 

Ko passive detection or other ECM gear was progr'wtned for the tower nrd the 
35

latter personnel had been put on the manning table in error. But the result

of all the changes was a net gain of five.

ADC asked in June 1955 for the addition of two airmen heating specialists 
36

to the tower manning, bringing the total up to U8. USAF approved U7 men per
37 

detachment, deleting one cook (which left thrr»A).

In order to rotate tower personnel at regular intervals, ADC wanted a 
38

crew ratio of two, or a second detachment. USAF opposed this double manning,

calling it a luxury, and maintained that the shore crew would have nothing to 
39

do. USAF agreed tn the need for rotation, but recomended rotating tower duty 

among all personnel of the parent squadron.

In defense of its double manning plan, ADC claimed that the number of 
hu*

men in each crew was very conservative. There were far more positions on the

tower than crew members, ADC said, and all men would have to handle several

tn which they would be emos-trained. Because ra^h man would have part time Jobs 

in addition to his main duty, hours of work would be long. These Ion/: hours plus 

the confining nature of tower living would combine to make frequent rotation 

necessary.

To rotate nil of the men of the parent squadron as USAF proposed would have 

meant that each man would have hnd to receive additional training. ADC cited as 

one example the fact that the towers were to have an An/FPS-3 search radars.

t



The AJ3/CFS-6B was the primary Rearrh mdar of all the parent shore stations 

except P-^5> Camp Hero, New York. The squadron personnel would have to learn 

hoth equipment if they went to the tower. ADC considered such a training bur

den impractical.

ADC disagreed that there would be any idleness at the parent site. For 

one thing, transportation difficulties would make it impose lble__to move an en

tire crew at one time. For the most part, replacement would be on an individual 

basis so that there would be nearly a constant rotation, lhe parent squadron 

would have a training program continually for tower people. And the shore site 

would have a large workload in supporting and working with the tov^r such as 

plotting and telling data from the tower. Tower personnel would be used to handle 

these extra Jobs.

Despite ADC’s protestations, USAF disapproved a crew ra of two, auth- 
U1

orlzlng a ratio of only 1.5*  A plan for crew rotation had now to be worked out.

Another factor that would have to be considered in the rotation plan was the de-
U2 

clslon made at the 2nd of October to give overseas credit and pay for tower duty.

For training of tower personnel, ADC planned to use training standards cur- 
^3 

rently in effect. No skills would be required tiat were not already covered 

by a USAF AFSC. ADC expected, to work cut a program with ATRC to provide the 

necessary schooling to insure the availability of qualified personnel in phase 

with the operational dates of the towers.

To provide the initial personnel for tower number Two, the 7^2d AC&W Squad

ron, its parent unit, was to be increased in size. Ibis organization was to be 

used as a test to find the most suitable type of organization for the towers.

The tower was to be considered as an auxilliary station to North Truro AFS



44
and the commander of North Truro ns 4 he tower commander. He was to have custody 

of the tover. The accountability wan to be noatijied to Otis AFB os if the tower 

were merely another building at Forth Triro.

Since operations had not yet started at the tower, there was no experience 

in nomnl day-to-day living. Obviously, there would be certain disadvantages.

The space was small; there would be problens of isolation find monotony. What

had been done to make life as pleasant as possible was aum&rized by EADF’s Vice 
45

Commander, Brigadier General Donald B. Smith, at the launching of the first tower:

A great deal of attention has been paid to their comfort while 
on thin lonely duty. Their quarters are bright and cheerful; the 
most r»’ ir.*  iulpment is being Installed; retreatior.nl equipment of 
•11 typcj have been provided .and there will be moving pictures, radio 
• r 1, if possible, television, for the entertainment of those not stand
ing watch. There is a completely equipped J spensar/ for their medical 
care. There will be regular mil service ani a well stocked library.

For support of the tower, ADC’s first plan was for assistance from the Navy.

ADC planned that the Navy would furnish sen transport for the norml t ran a porta - 
1*6

lion of all personnel nnd supplies. Tn addition, all rations and fuel were to 

be supplied by the Navy. Major repair of the installations and periodic Inspec

tion of the life boats were also included in the Nivy's responsibility.

ADC asked USAF in January 1955 to mike cross-servic ing arreernents with 
U?

the Navy for this support. USAF replied that it opposed this ron-ept, however, 
te

nnd that it believed that the Air Force should provide aft Wkh support nr possible.

A support plan was finally worked out at an ADC-USAF conference nt the pentagon 

in March.

The plan agreed upon wns for normal transportation of men and dry cargo tn 
1*9

be by ADC-assigned helicopter. Liquid cargo was to be supplied by ships of the

Military Sea Transport Service, the Navy or Coart Guard, or a private company 



’Veah water v*i3  to be provide ly dirttllniIon of water nt the tower. Rner 

gency transportation was to be by sea or air, depending upon availability of 

transportation and the nature of the ejr/*rgency.

USAF authorized two H-21B type helicopters inried lately f^r support of th*  
50

first tower. These aircraft, together with their cr-ws, were assigned by ADC 

to the 5^lb Air Defense Group nt Otis AFB. The rnmnrxler of the parent 7&M 

AC&W Squadron was to have operational control of the helicopters. The H-21B 

was a large, twin-rotor helicopter of tandem configuration. In addition to Its 

two crew members, it could carry 20 passengers or a cargo of around U,000 

pounds.

Four additional n-21B’s were to be assigned for support of the remain

ing squadrons. ADC considered that a total of six helicopters was enough to 

handle transportation to the five towers. But in an effort to assure constant 

availability of one helicopter and to provide for unforeseen needs while the 

first operation was tested, two helicopters were provided for the first tower. 

AuU thought also that some sea transport might have to be added for normal
*1 

transport of men and goods.

Texas Tower Two was to be operated as a detachment of the 7621 ACiW
52 

Squadron according to an EADF plan for logistics issued in July 1955- EADF 

made the U7O7th Air Defense Wing at Otis AFB rerponslble for support and 

named the 56kth Air Defense Group, also at Otis, as the support base for all 

supplies except corrruni cat ions and electronics. The u700th Air Defense Group, 

Stewart AFB, New York, was named the electronic support base.

A h5-dny supply of food was to be kept on the tower (30 day normal, 15 

day field rations). There was tn b**  a 30-dny stock of fuel<t. lubri'ar.ts, and



water. Electronics and general supplies and equipment were to be kept at a 

h5-day supply*  power, TT-2 had eight 100 KW diesel generators programmed 
53 

initially. ADC decided that this was Inadequate and added two 250 KW generators.

The other towers were to receive seven 250 KW generators, or 200 KW generators, 

if there was not room enough for the larger units.

Fro gram For The Four Other Itowers

Two of the other four Texas Towers were to be built in Fiscal Year 1956

and the remaining two in FY 1957*  In October 1955, USAF asked what priority 
51*

ADC wanted for the remaining towers. ADC’s list in order of priority was as

follows: TT-3, Nantucket Shoal; TT-^, Unnamed Shoal; TT-1, Cashes Ledge; and 
55

TT-5, Brown’s Bank. ADC explained that these priorities resulted from the 

operational date of March 1957 for the first SAGE subsector. Towers Three and 

Four were to be tied into this subsector. USAF therefore scheduled these two 

towers for construction first — in FY 1956; towers One and Five for the fol- 
56 

lowing year.
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Chapter Seven

1955 TO I960
I

Status Of The Off-Shore Force At The 2nd Of 1955

At the end of 1?55, the forces operating off-shore were all in the 

combat zone and consisted of the following. Off the east coast, five 

picket ship stations and one AEW&C station were manned around-the-clock. 

| Oi the Pacific side, one picket ship station was manned full-time and 

another was on training and testing status. One AEW&C station was manned 

continuously and another partially.

As planned at this time, the 551st AEW&C Wing at Otis AFB was to be 

operationally re. dy by 15 October 1956; the 55^d Wing at McClellan AFB by 

15 December 1956. These two wings and the three tactical squadrons of 

each had by the end of 1055. Five west coast picket sta

tions were to be nanned full-time by July 1956. 'Die first Texas Tbwer 

was to begin operating by about February 1956; two others in FY 1956 and 

the last two in FY 1957-

Beyond this, planning called for a sixth Pacific Coast picket station 

in July 1957 and a seventh at a later date. In the nex*  three and one-half 

years, seven more AEW&C tactical squadrons were programed. By the first 

quarter of FTC I960, two additional squadrons were to be added to the west 

coast and five to the east coast.

*Ihe CONAD plan issued in aild-1955 called for a two-stage build-up.
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Ir. the first, CONAD wanted five Ar.’^zC stations >md five picket ship sta

tions off the west coast; and six AEW^C stations, five picket chip stations, 

and five Texas Towers off the East Const. In the second stage, it planned to 

build up to 12 AEt’&C stations in the Atlantic, but not to increase the other 

forces. In the Pacific, it planned eight AK/&C stations and seven picket sta

tions. No specif'c dates had been set for these stages. CONAD's planners hoped 
1 

that by ar'nni l'*S'>  Uvrc would be enough forces for this second stage.

* These figures were to be changed undoubtedly in the near future — 
pr'bal ly out to greater distances. There was, for example. the current eval
uation of employment of picket ships POO miles further out. A decision on 
their f ir. il b eat ion h:ul not been rvide at the end of the y* er.

In the first phase, CONAD's plan for deployment was to give coverage 

from Milne to Merida at high altitude (6?,OOC feet ) out tc 55^ nautical miles 

and at low altitude (surface) out to 320 nautical miles; off the pacific Coast 

at high altitude out to U60 nautical miles and at low altitude out to 280 nau- 
♦ 

tic.al miles. CONAD's deployment plan for the second stage was for the purpose 

of increasing low altitude coverage off the east coast out to nautical miles 

and to completely cover the length cf both coasts.

Hie map which follows shows the planning in 1955 for coverage when the 

second stage was reached. Trior to operation in this stage (or time period) 

many changes could, and undoubtedly would, be made. Hie purpose here is to 

give some indication of what CCNAD wanted and foresaw as the off-shore combat 

zone coverage in the 1V>O time period.

TV) achieve this goal, md.irs h>ul to be greatly improved, particularly on 

AEW&C aircraft and picket ships. CCNAD said in its plan that it needed radars 

available by December 195^ that were capable of detecting and tracking targets 

with the equivalent of one square meter reflecting surface at ranges up to
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2>u nautical miles and at altitudes up to 65,000 feet; by i960 of detecting 

missiles of 1/U square meter reflecting area up,to 100,000 feet and horizontally 
2

to 250 nautical miles. However, COflAD noted tltfit while these were its require

ments, that the “State of the Art in Air Defense equipment development nay not 
3 

permit full realization of all requirements in the time-period I957-I96O. ” But 

COKAD wanted the best equipment available to be used for the seaward extension 

elements.

As noted earlier, the EC-121’s were limited to flight at between five and 

fifteen thousand feet, and were deployed to provide low altitude coverage. 

Their AN/APS-20 search radar was found by APGC to give warning at 173 nautical 

miles of jet targets at U0,000 feet and at 193 nautical miles at 20,000 feet 

of TO-^ type target. But the height finder had a much shorter range — around 

80 miles - according to the APGC.

Very limited range data was available on the performance of the picket 

ship radars, as ADC advised USAF in December 1955*  According to ADC’s in

formation, the SRa search radar had a range of 125 miles at 20,000 feet against 

a B-29, reduced to 90 miles at 10,000 and 30,000 feet. The AN/SPS-12 search 

radar had an estimated range of 150 miles at 20,000 feet on a B-29, reduced to 

120 miles at 10,000 and 30,000 feet. It had only limited capability above 

U0,000 feet. The SFS-?A height finder had a maxiimnr. range of 150 miles against 

a B-29.

Only the Texas Tower would have radar with ranges approximating what 

CONAD wanted in its early seaward extension phase. We AN/FPS-3 search radar, 

when modified with the Alt/GPA-27, would give coverage between 500 feet and 

60,000 feet. Its range on a B-^7 type target would be approximately 50 nauti

cal miles at 500 feet and 2CO rautlcal miles at 60,090 feet. The An/FPS-6



height finder had a rv.{:e of approximately 200 miles between 50,000 and 60,000 

feet.

The Shape Of Things Tb Cone

In addition to the above items, a number of other developments were being 

considered for the future off-shore warning system. For airborne early warning,

COKAD was considering a larger and improved model of the Lockheed Constellation,

modification of the B-36, other four-engine aircraft, and the use of lighter-than-

air airships.

Two squadrons of lighter-than-air airships (one for each coast) had appar

ently been programed by the Kavy for use in continental air defense beginning 
5

in 195^- Each squadron was to be equipped with four airships, probably the ZTG- 

2W and the ZPG-3W (see photograph following of the ZPG-2W airship with a search 

radar antenna on the bottom and a height finder antenna on the top). CCNAD had 

not developed an operational concept for these airships at the end of 19559 "but 

it was likely that they would be used to supplement the inner row of AEWS£ sta

tions below the both parallel.

Other possibilities being looked at by COIlAD’s plans people included buoys 

that could be anchored in deep water (up to 12,000 feet) and could carry un- 
6

attended radar, and the so-called Armstrong platform. The latter derived its 

name from the man who had conceived of floating sea bases, primarily for aviation 

use. The Armstrong platform, ns currently envisioned, wr uld be manned and would 

be larger than the Texas Tower. Thought was being given to the possibility of 

its being armed with missiles. The Armstrong platform could be used in v^ry 

deep water, possibly as much as 15,000 feet, by a system of floats end chain an-
7

chors. Thus, it could provide a stable platform for radar far out to sea
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